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Seismic imaging is critical in providing the image of the Earth’s subsurface, and it 
plays an important role in hydrocarbon explorations. Obtaining high resolution images 
with accurate reflectivities and accurate positions of subsurface structures is the goal for 
exploration geophysicists. Reverse time migration (RTM), which solves the two-way 
wave equation, can resolve all wavefield propagation phenomena. In geologically 
complex regions, RTM has been proven to outperform other imaging methods in 
correctly revealing the subsurface structures. However, implementing the traditional pre-
stack shot profile RTM is computationally expensive. Time consuming wavefield 
propagation processes need to be performed for each shot gather to obtain high resolution 
images. The traditional RTM can become extremely expensive with increasing shot 
numbers. In this dissertation, I focus on improving the migration efficiency of the RTM 
using the double plane wave (DPW) data, which are the fully decomposed plane wave 
data. Three RTM methods are developed to migrate the DPW data, all of which can 
improve the migration efficiency comparing to the traditional shot profile RTM. Two of 
the methods utilize the adjoint state method, and they are known as the time domain 
DPW-based RTM and the frequency domain DPW-based RTM. A third migration 
method using the DPW data is derived under the Born approximation. This method 
 x 
 
employs the frequency domain plane wave Green’s functions for imaging, and it is 
named as frequency domain DPW RTM. Among the three proposed RTM methods, the 
frequency domain DPW RTM is the most efficient. Comparing to the traditional shot 
profile pre-stack RTM, the frequency domain DPW RTM can increase migration 
efficiency of RTM by an order of magnitude, making the frequency domain DPW RTM a 
preferable option for migrating large seismic datasets. All of the three proposed migration 
methods can image subsurface structures with given dips, which makes them target-
oriented imaging methods. The proposed methods are beneficial to migration velocity 
analysis. To improve the resolution of migration results, a least squares RTM method 
using the DPW data is proposed. A Born modeling operator that predict the DPW data at 
the surface and its adjoint operator, which is a migration operator, are derived to 
implement the least squares RTM. Both of the operators require only a limited number of 
plane wave Green’s functions for the modeling and the migration processes. The 
proposed least squares RTM substantially increases the efficiency of the least squares 
migration. In the DPW domain, the applicability of the reciprocity principle is also 
investigated. The reciprocity principle can be applied to the seismic data that are 
processed with proper seismic processing flow. Utilizing the reciprocity principle, a 
DPW dataset transformed from one-sided shot gathers can approximate a DPW dataset 
transformed from split-spread shot gathers. Therefore, I suggest that one-sided 
acquisition geometries should be extended to the largest possible offsets, and the 
reciprocity principle should be invoked to improve subsurface illumination. Migration 
efficiency can be further improved with the help of the reciprocity principle. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1. MIGRATION 
The objective of migration is to recover subsurface structures using post-stack or 
pre-stack seismic data. Migration methods, such as Kirchhoff migration (Schneider, 
1978), Gaussian Beam migration (Hill 1990, 2001), one-way wave equation (Claerbout 
1985) and reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 1983; McMechan 1983; 
Whitmore 1983), have been developed based on different approximations of the acoustic 
wave equation. By solving the two-way wave equation, RTM can resolve all wavefield 
propagation phenomena, which makes RTM by far the most accurate seismic migration 
method, given a sufficiently accurate velocity model. In geologically complex regions, 
RTM has been proven to outperform other migration methods (Farmer et al., 2006; Xu et 
al., 2011). 
RTM can be performed in the time (Baysal et al., 1983; McMechan 1983; 
Whitmore 1983) and the frequency domains (Xu et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011). In the 
time domain, the RTM requires forward and backward propagated wavefields at each 
time step to apply imaging conditions. Wavefields can be obtained by solving the two-
way wave equation with explicit time marching (Tal-Ezer 1986; Tal-Ezer et al., 1987; 
Kosloff et al., 1989; Etgen and Brandsberg‐Dahl 2009; Zhang and Zhang 2009; Pestana 
and Stoffa 2010; Fomel et al., 2013). Recently, performing RTM in the frequency domain 
has been investigated as an alternative to the time domain RTM. In the frequency 
domain, the two-way wave equation becomes the Helmholtz equation (Marfurt 1984). 
Several researchers (Shin et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011) have successfully 
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demonstrated the effectiveness of the frequency domain RTM via solving the linear 
system of the Helmholtz equation.  
Although powerful computers have made the traditional pre-stack shot profile 
RTM a practical migration procedure, pre-stack shot profile RTM is still computationally 
intensive. The traditional pre-stack shot profile RTM in the time domain requires to 
computing wavefields at different time steps and store those wavefields, which requires 
considerable memory or disk space for large models. Wavefield reconstruction methods 
(Clapp 2009; Liu et al., 2013; Tan and Huang 2014) and optimal checkpointing technique 
(Symes 2007) were introduced to mitigate the memory requirement issue. Additionally, 
extensive efforts were made to increase pre-stack RTM efficiency by reducing the 
number of wavefield propagations. Phase encoding migration strategies (Whitmore 1995; 
Zhang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006) were applied to impelement the RTM by several 
researchers (Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang and Sun 2008). Phase encoding migration or 
delayed shot migration strategies were initially implemented for the one-way wave 
equation migration to migrate a combination of shot profiles in one migration process 
(Scott and Curtis 1998; Romero et al., 2000). Phase encoding migration strategies, 
however, often generate undesirable artifacts, known as the crosstalk artifacts (Romero et 
al., 2000; Liu et al., 2006). The plane wave migration, a special form of phase encoding 
migration strategies, is the most straightforward method to reduce the crosstalk artifacts 
(Liu et al., 2006). Plane wave RTM (Vigh and Starr 2006) was shown to be efficient 
compared to the shot profile RTM due to significant reduction in the number of wavefield 
propagations during the migration. And it is able to generate images that are equivalent to 
those of the pre-stack shot profile RTM. 
Plane wave migration technique was introduced by Taner (1976). Several imaging 
methods were developed to migrate plane wave data decomposed from common source 
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data (Taner 1976; Yilmaz and Taner 1987). Offset plane wave sections can be downward 
continued (Ottolini and Claerbout 1984; Mosher et al., 1996), and velocity estimation can 
be performed after the migration (Ottolini and Claerbout 1984). Expanding the traveltime 
of asymptotic ray theory (ART) receiver Green’s functions into plane wave delay time, 
receiver plane wave data can be migrated (Hildebrand and Carroll 1993; Akbar et al., 
1996). Plane wave migration methods are able to improve the migration efficiency. 
Images obtained by performing migration can be improved substantially by 
employing the least squares migration (Schuster 1993; Nemeth et al., 1999). This 
approach, however, is computationally very expensive. The least squares migration is 
often performed in the data space that requires a great number of iterations to update 
reflectivity models. For large seismic datasets, a large amount of forward modeling and 
migration operations are needed in each iteration, which makes the least square migration 
a time consuming procedure. 
 
1.2. PLANE WAVE DOMAIN 
1.2.1. Overview 
Seismic data can be decomposed into plane wave components by slant stacking a 
seismic profile, which is also known as the τ − p  transform (Diebold and Stoffa 1981; 
Stoffa et al., 1981; Brysk and McCowan 1986; Claerbout 1986; Foster and Mosher 1992). 
The plane wave domain has lots of advantages (Stoffa 1989). Interval velocities can be 
better estimated in the plane wave domain for wide-angle seismic data (Stoffa and Buhl 
1979; Stoffa et al., 1981). Different seismic arrivals, such as reflections, refractions, 
compressional and shear waves, can be better separated in the plane wave domain 
(Tatham and Goolsbee 1984). Multiple removal was successfully performed using plane 
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wave transformed data (Brysk et al., 1987; Liu et al., 2000). The plane wave domain is 
also the ideal domain for analyzing anisotropy of layers (Sen and Mukherjee 2003; Sil 
and Sen 2009a, 2009b). Inversion technique was also successfully implemented in the 
plane wave domain (Diebold and Stoffa 1981).  
Migration using plane wave data was introduced by Taner (1976). 
Conventionally, plane wave decomposed common source data was used in migration 
(Taner 1976; Taner et al., 1987; Yilmaz and Taner 1987; Akbar et al., 1996; Liu et al., 
2002). Plane wave full waveform inversion (FWI) (Vigh and Starr 2008; Zhang and 
Wang 2009; Tao and Sen 2013), which also employs plane wave data decomposed from 
common source gathers, was shown to improve computation efficiency.  
Recently, a coupled plane wave domain, which is known as the double radon 
transformed domain (Tatalovic et al., 1991b; Borselen et al., 1992) or the double plane 
wave (DPW) domain (Zhao, Sen, et al., 2014; Zhao, Stoffa, et al., 2014), was introduced 
to process seismic data. Simultaneously slant stacking of shot gathers over source and 
receiver locations can decompose seismic data to the coupled plane wave domain. This 
double slant stacking procedure is known as the DPW transform (Seifoullaev et al., 
2005), and the corresponding plane wave data are known as the DPW data (Zhao, Sen, et 
al., 2015b). By performing the DPW transform, seismic data can be fully decomposed 
into plane wave components. The coupled plane wave pre-stack modeling methods (Sen 
and Frazer 1991; Sen and Pal 2009) were introduced to compute those coupled plane 
wave data at the surface. Surface-related wave separations can be implemented in the 
DPW domain (Borselen et al., 1992). A migration method using the DPW data was first 
implemented by a phase shift migration method in the frequency domain (Tatalovic et al., 
1991b; Fokkema and van den Berg 1992). The DPW data can be migrated with a 
Kirchhoff type depth migration method (Stoffa et al., 2006). An RTM strategy using the 
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DPW data was introduced to improve the accuracy of the DPW migration, and it was 
implemented in both the time and the frequency domains (Zhao, Sen, et al., 2014; Zhao, 
Stoffa, et al., 2014). In the frequency domain, plane wave Green’s functions can be used 
to migrate the DPW data (Zhao, Sen, et al., 2015a). This method substantially improves 
the efficiency of the RTM. 
In the following sections, I will briefly review the traditional plane wave domain, 
the DPW domain and the DPW Kirchhoff-based migration proposed by Stoffa et al. 
(2006). 
 
1.2.2. Traditional plane wave domain 
1.2.2.1. τ − p  transform 
Slant stacking, known as the τ − p  transform (Diebold and Stoffa 1981; Stoffa 
et al., 1981; Claerbout 1986; Foster and Mosher 1992), performs plane wave 
decomposition. Typically, the τ − p  transform is performed on seismic record. In the 
frequency domain, the τ − p  transform for seismic record P(x,ω )  has a simple form: 
 
 P(p,ω ) = P(x,ω )exp(−iωp ⋅x)dx∫ ,  (1.1) 
 
where P(p,ω )  represents the corresponding frequency domain plane wave seismic 
profile, ω  is the angular frequency, p = (px , py )  is the ray-parameter (or can be called 
the slowness vector), and x = (x, y, z = 0)  is the surface location. Typically, a ray-
parameter p is defined as p = (sinθ x / v,sinθ y / v) , where v is the velocity, θ x  and θ y  
are the opening angles of the ray-parameter in x and y directions with respect to the 
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vertical axis, respectively. Therefore, a ray-parameter is a vector that has a direction 
defined by the opening angle and a length defined by the velocity. Equation (1.1) implies 
that for a given frequency ω  and a ray-parameter p , the seismic data along the phase 
line −iωp ⋅x  are stacked into one point in the corresponding plane wave domain. The 
stacked point in the plane wave domain indicates that there is a plane wave component 
with ray-parameter p  incident at the surface with incident angle θ x  and θ y . Plane 
wave data in the τ − p  domain (i.e., P(p,τ ) ) are obtained by transforming the P(p,ω )  
into the time domain.  
Slant stacking is a linear process, and its inverse is given by (Claerbout 1986; 
Stoffa et al., 2006) 
 
 P(x,ω ) =ω 2 P(p,ω )exp(+iωp ⋅x)dp∫ ,  (1.2) 
 
where ω 2  is the frequency filter. 
Typically, slant stacking is performed for a seismic gather, such as a shot gather, a 
receiver gather or a common mid-point (CMP) gather. For multi-coverage seismic dataset 
in source-receiver coordinates, P(s,r,ω ) , slant stacking can be performed over either 
source s or receiver r locations. The corresponding forward slant stacking formulas can 
be written as 
 
 P(ps ,r,ω ) = P(s,r,ω )exp[−iωps ⋅(s − xref )]ds∫ ,  (1.3) 
and 
 P(s,pr ,ω ) = P(s,r,ω )exp[−iωpr ⋅(r − xref )]dr∫ ,  (1.4) 
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for stacking over s  and r , respectively. In equations (1.3) and (1.4), xref  is the 
reference point for slant stacking, ps  and pr  are source and receiver plane wave ray-
parameters, respectively.  
If seismic gathers are in the source-offset coordinates (i.e., P( ′s ,o,ω ) ), we can 
perform slant stacking for o, where o = ′s − r , according to 
 
 P( ′s ,po,ω ) = P( ′s ,o,ω )exp(−iωpo ⋅o)do∫ ,  (1.5) 
 
where P(s,po,ω )  is the corresponding plane wave data with an offset ray-parameter 
po , and ′s = s . Ray-parameters ps , pr  and po  are ray-parameters measured at the 
surface. 
According to equation (1.2), the inverse slant stacking formulas for equations 
(1.3), (1.4) and (1.5) can be written as 
 
 P(s,r,ω ) =ω 2 P(ps ,r,ω )exp[+iωps ⋅(s − xref )]dps∫ ,  (1.6) 
 P(s,r,ω ) =ω 2 P(s,pr ,ω )exp[+iωpr ⋅(r − xref )]dpr∫ ,  (1.7) 
and 




By performing the traditional τ − p  transform, seismic data recorded on the 
surface are decomposed into plane wave components for given locations. Hyperbolic 
moveout curves in the t-x domain were transformed into elliptical moveout curves in the 
τ − p  domain. 
 
1.2.3. Double plane wave domain 
1.2.3.1. Double plane wave transform 
Previously introduced τ − p  transforms perform slant stacking over o , s  or 
r  and decompose seismic data into po , ps  or pr  plane wave components, 
respectively. The recorded seismic data P(s,r,ω ) , however, can be fully decomposed 
into a coupled plane wave domain by performing the slant stacking for s  and r  
simultaneously (Stoffa et al., 2006). The corresponding coupled plane wave domain is 
known as the double radon transformed domain (Fokkema and van den Berg 1992) or the 
DPW domain (Zhao, Stoffa, et al., 2014). The double slant stacking procedure is called 
the DPW transform. Given densely spatial sampled seismic data, the DPW transformed 
data can be obtained with minimal slant stacking artifacts. The forward and inverse DPW 
transforms (Stoffa et al., 2006) for the recorded data P(s,r,ω )  in the source-receiver 
coordinates can be written as  
 
 P(ps ,pr ,ω ) = P(s,r,ω )exp(−iω[ps ⋅(s − xref )+ pr ⋅(r − xref )])dsdr∫∫ ,  (1.9) 
and 
 P(s,r,ω ) =ω 4 P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω[ps ⋅(s − xref )+ pr ⋅(r − xref )])dps dpr∫∫ ,  (1.10) 
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respectively. For simplicity, xref  is always chosen to be the same for stacking over s  
and stacking over r . Each trace in this DPW domain is indexed by ps  and pr , 
meaning that a receiver plane wave arriving at the surface with a ray-parameter pr  is 
introduced by a source plane wave initiated at the surface with a ray-parameter ps . 
The DPW transform can also be performed for the recorded data P(s,o,ω )  in 
the source-offset coordinates (Tatalovic et al., 1991b; Stoffa et al., 2006), and the 
corresponding forward and inverse DPW transforms can be written as  
 
 P(p ′s ,po,ω ) = P( ′s ,o,ω )exp(−iω[p ′s ⋅( ′s − xref )+ po ⋅o])d ′s do∫∫ ,  (1.11) 
and 
 P( ′s ,o,ω ) =ω 4 P(p ′s ,po,ω )exp(+iω[p ′s ⋅( ′s − xref )+ po ⋅o])dp ′s dpo∫∫ ,  (1.12) 
 
respectively. For brevity, I will use Ps-Pr to represent the P(ps ,pr ,ω )  DPW data and 
use Ps-Po to represent the P(p ′s ,po,ω )  DPW data. p ′s  plane waves in the Ps-Po DPW 
data carry dips information of subsurface interfaces (Detailed discussions is in the next 
section). po  in the Ps-Po DPW data is analogous to pr  in the Ps-Pr DPW data, and it 
represents offset plane waves introduced by reflectors whose measured dips at surfaces 
are p ′s . 
Equations (1.9) and (1.11) use different variables and different references during 
double slant stacking, so the corresponding DPW datasets are expected to be visually 
different. However, P(ps ,pr ,ω )  and P(p ′s ,po,ω )  represent an identical seismic 
dataset. Because wavefields are invariant for different coordinate systems, recorded shot 
gathers and the transformed DPW data have relationships as follow: 
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 ′P ( ′s ,o,ω ) = P(s,r,ω ),  (1.13) 
 ′P (p ′s ,po,ω ) = P(ps ,pr ,ω ).  (1.14) 
 
The above analyses are in 3D. For simplicity, 2D illustrations are used to 
demonstrate the DPW transform and the corresponding DPW dataset. In a 2D case, shot 
gathers in the source-receiver and the source-offset coordinates are shown in Figure 1.1 
and 1.2, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 1.1. An illustration of 2D shot gathers in the source-receiver coordinates. xref  is 




By performing the DPW transform using equation (1.9), a Ps-Pr DPW dataset can 
be obtained in a 3D volume as shown in Figure 1.3a). The horizontal plane of the 3D 
volume is shown in Figure 1.3b), where two horizontal axes of the plane are indexed by 
ps  and pr . The vertical axis of the 3D volume is either vertical delay time τ  or 
frequency ω , depending upon the domain of the dataset. A Ps-Po DPW dataset is similar 
to a Ps-Pr DPW dataset, whereas the two horizontal axes of the 3D volume are indexed 
by p ′s  and po . 
 
Figure 1.2. An illustration of 2D shot gathers in the source-offset coordinates. xref  is 
the reference point for the DPW transform. 
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1.2.3.2. Relationships between the Ps-Pr DPW data and the Ps-Po DPW data 
Simple relationships between different ray-parameters ps , pr  and po  were 
derived by Stoffa et al. (2006). They started with the basic relationships between the 
source-receiver coordinates and the source-offset coordinates: 
 
  o = r − s,  (1.15) 
  ′s = s,  (1.16) 
 
Equations (1.15) and (1.16) explain changes of variables from the source-receiver 
coordinates to the source-offset coordinates. Taking the derivative for t with respect to s 
 
Figure 1.3. a) An illustration of a 3D volume of a Ps-Pr DPW dataset transformed from 
2D gathers shown in Figure 1.1. b) An illustration of the horizontal plane of 
the 3D volume shown in a). 
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and r, and using the chain rule, following relationships can be derived (Stoffa et al., 
2006): 
 










∂o = po,  (1.17) 












∂o = p ′s − po,  (1.18) 





∂s , and etc., are partial derivatives. According to equations (1.17) and 
(1.18), we can have 
 
 p ′s = ps + pr .  (1.20) 
 
Relationships between ps , pr  and p ′s  are illustrated in Figure 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6.  
Figure 1.4a) shows a raypath in a 2D homogenous medium, where the 
background velocity is constant. A ray with ray-parameter ps  initiated at the surface 
hits a reflector and bounces to the surface with ray-parameter pr . θ1  and θ2  are the 
opening angles of the incident ray and the outgoing ray with respect to the vertical axis, 
respectively. θ1  is defined to be negative, and θ2  is defined to be positive. θr  
represents the dipping angle of the reflector with respect to the horizontal axis. At the 
surface, according to equation (1.20), vector addition can be performed between ray-
parameters ps  and pr  with a resultant ray-parameter p ′s , as shown in Figure 1.4b). In 
Figure 1.4b), θ3  is the opening angle of p ′s  with respect to the vertical axis. Because 
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the background velocity is constant, the values of ray-parameters ps  and pr  remain 
constant along the entire ray. As a result, θ3  is equal to the dipping angle θr  of the 
reflector. In this case, ray-parameter p ′s  measured at the surface represents the dipping 
angle of the subsurface interface.  
 
 
Figure 1.5a) shows a raypath in an inhomogeneous medium with velocity 
variations. ps  is the ray-parameter of the ray initiated at the surface, and pr  is the ray-
parameter of the ray received at the surface. θ1  and θ2  are again the opening angles of 
the incident ray and the outgoing ray at the surface with respect to the vertical axis, 
respectively. Assuming constant velocity at the surface, vector addition can be performed 
 
Figure 1.4. a) An illustration of a raypath in a homogeneous medium, where ps  is the 
ray-parameter of the incident ray, and pr  is the ray-parameter of the ray 
arriving at the surface. b) An illustration of vector addition for ps  and pr  
at the surface. 
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at the surface, as shown in Figure 1.5b). Because the medium is inhomogeneous, the 
values of ray-parameters ps  and pr  measured at the surface are not necessarily equal 
to those measured at the reflection point. As a result, the opening angle θ3  of the ray-
parameter p ′s  measured at the surface might not be equal to the dipping angle θr  of 
the reflector. Although the dip of the interface cannot be directly obtained by measuring 
ray-parameter p ′s  at the surface, p ′s  plane wave carries the information of the dipping 
interface. In fact, ray-parameter p ′s  is the time dips of the subsurface interfaces in a 





Figure 1.5. a) An illustration of a raypath in an inhomogeneous medium, where ps  is 
the ray-parameter of the incident ray, and pr  is the ray-parameter of the 
ray arriving at the surface. b) An illustration of vector addition for ps  and 
pr  at the surface.  
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A plane wave incident at the surface with ray-parameter ps  can generate a 
spherical wave when it hits a diffractor, as shown in Figure 1.6. The scattered spherical 
wave can be viewed as a composite of plane waves propagating at all directions with 
different pr  ray-parameters. Introduced by the same ps  plane wave, each pr  plane 
wave carries a part of the scattered energy. At the surface, by applying the vector addition 
shown in Figure 1.4b), each ps  and pr  combination can form one p ′s  plane wave. 
Because the number of pr  plane waves is large, the same number of p ′s  plane waves 
can be generated, as if there were a great number of interfaces with different dips at the 
subsurface. As I will demonstrate in following chapters, when all combinations of ps  
and pr  plane waves or all p ′s  plane waves are migrated, only at the diffraction point 





In the real world, a combination of ray-parameters ps  and pr  or a ray-
parameter p ′s  rarely represents the true dips of a subsurface interface. Nonetheless, 
selected plane waves can be used to perform migration. Therefore, subsurface interfaces 
with specific dips can be recovered independently. Plane waves in DPW datasets (either 
Ps-Po datasets or Ps-Pr datasets) carry intuitive geological structure information that 
cannot be easily identified in traditional gathers. As a result, when migration is performed 
using the DPW data, subsurface structures can be imaged in a target-oriented way. This 
might help velocity building and seismic interpretation processes. 
 
 
Figure 1.6. An illustration of raypaths and wavefronts, when a plane wave hits a 
diffractor in a homogeneous medium. The solid blue line and the solid red 
lines with the arrow indicate the raypaths of incident ps  plane wave and 
scattered pr  plane waves, respectively. The dashed blue line and the 
dashed red circles indicate the plane and the spherical wavefronts, 
respectively.  
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1.2.3.3. Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration 
Migrating the DPW data was first implemented with phase shift migration method 
(Tatalovic et al., 1991b; Fokkema and van den Berg 1992). Stoffa et al. (2006) introduced 
a Kirchhoff type migration to migrate the DPW data.  
Based on the double downward-continuation integral (Clayton and Stolt 1981; 
Stolt and Weglein 1985; Hildebrand and Carroll 1993), the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth 
migration downward continues the DPW data from the surface by calculating plane wave 
vertical delay times. In the frequency domain, the double downward-continuation integral 
is given by 
 
 I(x,ω ) = ∂nG(x,s,ω ) ∂nG(x,r,ω )P(s,r,ω )drds,∫∫  (1.21) 
 
where P(s,r,ω )  is the recorded seismic data at the surface, I(x,ω )  represents the 
subsurface image for imaging point x  given a specific frequency ω , G(x,s,ω )  and 
G(x,r,ω )  are Green’s functions from s  and from r  to the x , respectively, and ∂nG  
is the surface normal derivative of the Green’s function. 
Green’s functions need to be constructed to predict wavefields in the subsurface. 
Under the high frequency approximation, ART Green’s functions given by 
 
 G(x,r,ω ) ≈ A(x,s)exp(−iωt(x,s))  (1.22) 
 
where A(x,s)  and t(x,s)  are the amplitude and traveltime terms from s  to x , 
respectively. Receiver ART Green’s functions are in a form similar to that of equation 
(1.22), except that s  in equation (1.22) is replaced by an r . 
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By substituting ART Green’s functions into equation (1.21) and assuming that the 
amplitude terms of Green’s functions are slowly varying functions of space (Hildebrand 
and Carroll 1993), the pre-stack Kirchhoff depth migration imaging condition for a given 
frequency can be derived as 
 
 I(x,ω ) = −ω 2 W (x,s,r)exp(−iω[t(x,s)+ t(x,r)])P(s,r,ω )dr∫ ds∫ ,  (1.23) 
 
where W (x,s,r)  is the amplitude weighting term, and it can be written as 
 
 W (x,s,r) = ∂n t(x,s)A(x,s)∂n t(x,r)A(x,r).  (1.24) 
 
Substituting equation (1.10) can into equation (1.23) (Stoffa et al., 2006), equation 
(1.23) becomes 
 
 I(x,ω ) = −ω
6 W (x,s,r)exp(−iω[t(x,s)+ t(x,r)])∫∫∫∫
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω[ps ⋅(s − xref )+ pr ⋅(r − xref )])dpsdprdrds.
 (1.25) 
 
Rearranging terms, equation (1.25) becomes 
 
 I(x,ω ) = −ω
6 W (x,s,r)P(ps ,pr ,ω )∫∫∫∫




According to the relationship between the plane wave vertical delay time τ  and 
the traveltime t (Diebold and Stoffa 1981): 
 
 τ = t − p ⋅x,  (1.27) 
 
the traveltime term t(x,s)− ps ⋅(s − xref )  in equation (1.26) can be written as  
 
 τ xref (x,ps ) = t(x,s)− ps ⋅(s − xref ),  (1.28) 
 
where τ xref (x,ps )  is the vertical delay time of ray-parameter ps  with respect to the 
reference point xref . Equation (1.28) can also be written as 
 
 τ xref (x,ps ) = τ h (x,ps )− ps ⋅(xh − xref ),  (1.29) 
 
where xh  is the horizontal location of x , and τ h (x,ps )  is the vertical delay time of 
ray-parameter ps  with respect to xh . Equation (1.29) can be explained in Figure 1.7 
where we have a homogenous velocity model with v=1. In this case, the length of a 




In Figure 1.7, a ray initiated from s with ray-parameter ps  hits an image point x. 
A ray with ray-parameter pr  and received by r was selected to form a full raypath from 
the source to the receiver. Because the ray traveltime can be represented by the raypath, 
for the ray initiated from the source, we have  
 
 τ xref (x,ps ) = t(x,s)− ps ⋅(s − xref ) = sx − s ′a = ′a x,  (1.30) 
 τ xh (x,ps ) = t(x,s)− ps ⋅(s − xh ) = sx − sa = ax,  (1.31) 
 
 
Figure 1.7. An illustration of a homogenous velocity model with raypath drawn. 
s = (sx , sy = 0, sz = 0)  is the source location, r = (rx ,ry = 0,rz = 0)  is the 
receiver location, x = (x, y = 0, z)  is an image point, 
xh = (xh , yh = 0, zh = 0)  is the horizontal position of x, and 
xref = (xref , yref = 0, zref = 0)  is the reference point of the DPW transform. 
ps = (psx ,0)  and pr = (prx ,0)  are ray-parameters for the incident ray and 
the received ray, respectively. a , ′a , b  and ′b  have geometrical 
meanings as shown in the figure. 
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where tsx  is the traveltime from s to x, xh  is the horizontal position of x, τ xref  is the 
plane wave vertical delay time with respect to xref , and τ xh  is the plane wave vertical 




τ xref (x,ps ) = sx − s ′a
= sx − sa − a ′a
= ax − a ′a .
 (1.32) 
 
Substituting ax = τ h (x,ps )  and a ′a = ps ⋅(xh − xref )  into equation (1.32), we 
can obtain 
 
 τ xref (x,ps ) = τ h (x,ps )− ps ⋅(xh − xref ).  (1.33) 
 
Equation (1.33) suggests that the vertical delay time τ xref  with respect to xref  can be 
obtained from the vertical delay time τ h  with respect to xh  plus a time correction term 
− ps ⋅(xh − xref ) .  
Following the above developments, for a ray received by the receiver with ray-
parameter pr , we can obtain 
 
 τ xref (x,pr ) = τ h (x,pr )− pr ⋅(xh − xref ).  (1.34) 
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Substituting equations (1.29) and (1.34) into equation (1.26) with subscript h 
dropped for τ h (x,ps )  and τ h (x,pr ) , and summing over frequencies (Stoffa et al., 
2006), the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration imaging condition can be written as 
 
 I(x) = L(x) P(ps ,pr ,τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))∫∫ dpsdpr ,  (1.35) 
 
where τ (x,ps )  and τ (x,pr )  are ps  and pr   plane wave vertical delay times with 
respect to xh , respectively, and L(x) =
∂2
∂τ 2
W (x,s,r)dsdr∫∫ .  
Focusing on the kinematic aspect of equation (1.35), the amplitude weighting 
term L(x)  can be ignored, and equation (1.35) becomes 
 
 I(x) = P(ps ,pr ,τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))∫∫ dpsdpr ,  (1.36) 
 
Equation (1.36) suggests that for a given ps  and pr  combination, the image at x  can 
be obtained by finding the DPW data whose total vertical delay time equals to 
τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ) , and then positioning the corresponding DPW 
data at the image point x . 
In equation (1.36), τ (x,ps )  and τ (x,ps ) , which are vertical delay times with 
respect to xh , are required to predict plane wavefields. At each xh  position, the DPW 
data in vertical delay times with respect to xh  are required. However, the DPW data 
transformed from shot gathers are in vertical delay times with respect to xref . Therefore, 
at each xh  position, the term − (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )  in equation (1.36) shift the original 
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vertical delay time of the DPW data, which is with respect to xref , to a new vertical 
delay time, which is with respect to xh . 
Figure 1.8 shows the migration results obtained by implementing the Kirchhoff-
based DPW depth migration. The image is reasonablely good, and ray-parameter 




Figure 1.8. The migration result obtained by the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration. 
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The Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration imaging condition has a similar form 
to that of the pre-stack shot profile Kirchhoff depth migration where traveltimes from 
source and receiver locations to different subsurface locations are needed (Schneider et 
al., 1992; Akbar et al., 1996). However, the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration 
requires the plane wave vertical delay time for a given combination of ray-parameters, 
ps  and pr /po . The number of vertical delay times required by the Kirchhoff-based 
DPW migration is much smaller than the number of traveltimes required by the shot 
profile Kirchhoff migration (Stoffa et al., 2006). In addition, the same vertical delay time 
can be used for source and receiver plane waves, both of which have a same incident 
angle at the surface. Therefore, the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration has the 
potential to achieve much better efficiency than shot profile Kirchhoff depth migration. 
As previously introduced, different plane waves in a DPW dataset can be selected for 
migration, so that subsurface interfaces can be imaged according to their dips, making the 
method target-oriented. Additionally, trial images, as well as CIGs, can be obtained 
 
Figure 1.9. The Ray-parameter CIGs of the migration result shown in Figure 1.8. 
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promptly by migrating small portions of plane waves, and they can be used to verify 
velocity models. As more ps  plane waves are migrated, more detailed structures can be 
imaged. Therefore, when the velocity model is not well defined, small portions of a DPW 
dataset should be migrated to generate trial and intermediate images and CIGs. The 
velocity model can be updated rapidly according to the images and the CIGs. More plane 
waves should be migrated as better velocity models become available. The strategy of 
staging over plane wave apertures can be a useful tool for migration velocity analysis  
It is worth noting that the Kirchhoff-based DPW migration requires traveltime 
computations, which can be inaccurate if the velocity models have complex variations 
(Farmer et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2011). As a result, images generated by the Kirchhoff-
based DPW migration in complex subsurface regions might be kinematically incorrect. 
Better results are expected if the DPW data can be migrated using a RTM algorithm. 
 
1.3. DISSERTATION OUTLINE 
My dissertation focuses on developing migration algorithms that can improve the 
migration efficiency using the DPW data. The concepts of the DPW transform and the 
DPW data are used throughout the dissertation. The next four chapters are briefly 
introduced: 
• Chapter 2: Double Plane Wave-Based Reverse Time Migration in the Time 
Domain 
In this chapter, I introduce a new time domain RTM strategy, which uses 
plane wave transformed gathers, called the time domain DPW-based RTM 
method. The range of plane wave components needed for migration can be 
determined by estimating the maximum time dips present in seismic shot gathers. 
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This reduces the total number of input traces for migration and increases 
migration efficiency. Unlike the pre-stack shot profile RTM where the number of 
forward propagation is proportional to the number of shots, the number of 
forward propagations needed for the time domain DPW-based RTM remains 
constant and is relatively small even for large seismic datasets. Therefore, the 
proposed method can improve RTM efficiency and be suitable for migrating large 
datasets. Similar to the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration, the time domain 
DPW-based RTM can be performed for selected plane wave components to 
obtain subsurface interfaces with different dips. This feature makes the method a 
useful tool for migration velocity analysis. An illumination compensation imaging 
condition for the time domain DPW-based RTM is also proposed to improve 
images in the deeper parts of the sections. 
• Chapter 3: Double Plane Wave Migration in the Frequency Domain 
Two migration methods by which the DPW data can be migrated in the 
frequency domain are investigated. A frequency domain DPW-based RTM using 
the adjoint state method is briefly discussed. Then, a new DPW migration 
algorithm is derived under the Born approximation, and it is referred to as the 
frequency domain DPW RTM. Frequency plane wave Green’s functions need to 
be constructed for the frequency domain DPW RTM. The number of frequency 
plane wave Green’s functions required for migration is limited. In most cases, that 
number is 100 ~ 400 even for the seismic datasets that have thousands of shots. 
Furthermore, frequency plane wave Green’s functions can be used for imaging 
each set of plane waves - either source or receiver/offset plane waves. As a result, 
the migration efficiency can be substantially improved. The proposed frequency 
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domain DPW RTM can also include anisotropy by constructing plane wave 
Green’s functions in anisotropic media. 
• Chapter 4: Reciprocity and Double Plane Wave Migration 
In this chapter, the applicability of the reciprocity principle in the DPW 
domain is investigated. Implementation issues of plane wave migration associated 
with one-sided or end-on gathers are discussed. Utilizing the reciprocity principle, 
a DPW dataset transformed from one-sided gathers can approximate a DPW 
dataset generated from split-spread shot gathers. Therefore, split-spread gathers 
are not required to optimally implement the DPW migration methods. Two 
methods are demonstrated to obtain optimal DPW datasets. Based on this study, 
under the ideal acquisition conditions, I suggest that one-sided acquisition 
geometries should be extended to the largest possible offsets, and reciprocity 
should be invoked to improve subsurface illumination. Migration efficiency can 
also be improved for the DPW migrations with the help of the reciprocity 
principle.  
• Chapter 5: Double Plane Wave Least Squares Reverse Time Migration 
A least squares migration method using plane wave data in a fully 
decomposed DPW-frequency domain is proposed. I call this approach the DPW 
least squares RTM. The proposed method is an iterative updating method that 
requires forward modeling and migration for the DPW data. A Born modeling 
operator is derived based on the shot profile Born modeling operator in the 
frequency domain to predict the DPW data. The adjoint operator of the DPW 
Born modeling operator is shown to be kinematically equivalent to the frequency 
domain DPW RTM operator. Both the DPW Born modeling and its adjoint 
operators require plane wave Green’s functions, which are only on an order of 
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hundreds even for datasets with thousands of shots. Additionally, once the plane 
wave Green’s functions have been calculated, they can be used for both the 
modeling and the migration processes throughout the iterative updating process. 
Wavefield propagations are not needed during iterations. Therefore, the DPW 
least squares RTM requires much fewer wavefield calculations than that required 
by the traditional shot profile least squares RTM. The efficiency of the least 
squares RTM can be significantly improved. An approximate Hessian matrix for 
the misfit function for the DPW data is also derived. Its diagonal matrix can be 
implemented as a pre-conditioner to the gradient of the misfit function to improve 









Reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 1983; McMechan 1983; Whitmore 
1983) has become a workhorse for pre-stack depth imaging. By solving the two-way 
wave equation, RTM can resolve all wavefield propagation phenomenon, which makes 
RTM by far the most accurate seismic migration method given a sufficiently accurate 
velocity model. In geologically complex regions, RTM has been proven to outperform 
other imaging methods, such as Kirchhoff migration (Schneider 1978), Gaussian Beam 
migration (Hill 1990, 2001) and one-way wave equation (Claerbout 1985). 
Implementation of the traditional pre-stack shot profile RTM in the time domain 
requires two wavefield propagation processes: a forward propagation process for a 
synthetic source and a backward propagation process for the corresponding recorded shot 
gather. Both wavefield propagation processes need to be performed for each shot gather 
to obtain high resolution images. Wavefield propagation itself is computationally 
intensive. Typically, seismic data have a large number of shots, and therefore, a large 
number of wavefield propagations are required for the traditional pre-stack shot profile 
RTM at a very high computational expense.  
Several approaches, such as phase encoding and delayed-shot RTM (Zhang et al., 
2003; Zhang et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006), were investigated to reduce the 
computational cost of the pre-stack shot profile RTM. Most of those approaches focus on 
reducing the number of wavefield propagations. Phase encoding migration strategies 
(Whitmore 1995; Scott and Curtis 1998; Liu et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2002; Liu et al., 
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2006) utilize the linearity of the wave equation to reduce the number of wavefield 
extrapolations. They were initially implemented for the one-way wave equation 
migration to migrate a combination of shot profiles in one migration process. Phase 
encoding migration strategies, however, often generate undesirable artifacts, known as 
the crosstalk artifacts (Liu et al., 2006). Those artifacts are generated due to the i-th 
source wavefield cross-correlating with the j-th receiver wavefield (where j≠ i ) 
extrapolated from the composite shot profile. Plane wave migration, a special form of 
phase encoding migration strategies, is the most straightforward method to reduce the 
crosstalk artifacts. Plane wave RTM was investigated by several researchers to improve 
the overall efficiency of the RTM (Vigh and Starr 2006), and it was shown to be able to 
generate images that are equivalent to those of the pre-stack shot profile RTM (Zhang et 
al., 2007). 
The plane wave RTM requires seismic data in the plane wave domain. Slant 
stacking, known as the τ − p  transform (Stoffa et al., 1981; Claerbout 1986), transforms 
shot gathers from the t − x  domain to the plane wave domain. The traditional plane 
wave RTM utilizes plane wave data that are slant stacked over source locations only. In 
this research, plane wave RTM is performed with plane wave data that are slant stacked 
over both source and receiver locations. Simultaneously slant stacking over source and 
receiver locations is called a double slant stack or double plane wave (DPW) transform. 
The DPW transform fully decomposes seismic data into a coupled plane wave domain, 
which is known as the DPW domain (Zhao, Sen, et al., 2014; Zhao, Stoffa, et al., 2014) 
or the double radon-transformed domain (Tatalovic et al., 1991a; Fokkema and van den 
Berg 1992). DPW modeling (Sen and Frazer 1991) was introduced to simulate DPW data 
at the surface. A phase shifted migration method utilizing DPW data was introduced by 
Tatalovic et al. (1991). Stoffa et al. (2006) implemented a Kirchhoff-based DPW depth 
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migration method. The RTM using the DPW data was first introduced by Zhao, Sen, et 
al. (2014) and Zhao, Stoffa, et al. (2014). 
In this chapter, I briefly analyze the relationship between the imaging condition of 
the pre-stack shot profile Kirchhoff depth migration and that of the pre-stack shot profile 
RTM. Carrying out the same analysis for the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration, I 
introduce the DPW-based RTM imaging condition in the time domain. The proposed 
method requires plane wavefield propagation similar to the traditional plane wave RTM. 
However, the proposed method differs substantially from all existing plane wave RTMs 
in that the DPW-based RTM makes use of the fully decomposed plane wave data (i.e., 
the DPW data). Each plane wave component can be migrated independently and in 
parallel. By limiting or specifying particular plane wave apertures, the proposed method 
can image subsurface interfaces according to their dips and produce target-oriented 
migration results. Consequently, the DPW-based RTM has the potential to become a tool 
for migration velocity analysis. Illumination compensation imaging conditions are also 
described for the proposed method. I demonstrate that the proposed DPW-based RTM 
method can reduce computational cost for large datasets. 
 
2.2. SHOT PROFILE KIRCHHOFF DEPTH MIGRATION 
The Kirchhoff migration (Schneider 1978) was first introduced to migrate zero 
offset data. As introduced in the previous chapter, the pre-stack Kirchhoff depth 
migration can be derived from the double downward-continuation integral (Clayton and 
Stolt 1981; Stolt and Weglein 1985; Hildebrand and Carroll 1993). Subsurface areas are 
imaged by downward continuing source and receiver wavefields. In the frequency 
domain the double downward-continuation integral is given by 
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 I(x,ω ) = ∂nG(x,s,ω ) ∂nG(x,r,ω )P(s,r,ω )drds,∫∫  (2.1) 
 
where P(s,r,ω )  is the recorded seismic data at the surface, I(x,ω )  represents the 
subsurface image for imaging point x  given a specific frequency ω , G(x,s,ω )  and 
G(x,r,ω )  are Green’s functions from s  and from r  to x , respectively, and ∂nG  is 
the surface normal derivative of the Green’s function. 
Under the high frequency assumption, Green’s functions are given by (Stoffa et 
al., 2006) 
 
 G(x,s,ω ) ≈ Α(x,s)exp(iωt(x,s)),  (2.2) 
 
where Α(x,s)  and t(x,s)  are the amplitude and traveltime terms from s  to x , 
respectively. Receiver asymptotic ray theory (ART) Green’s functions are in a form 
similar to that of equation (2.2), except that the s  in equation (2.2) is replaced by an r . 
Substituting ART Green’s functions into equation (2.1) and assuming that 
amplitude terms of Green’s functions are slowly varying functions of space (Hildebrand 
and Carroll 1993), we can obtain pre-stack Kirchhoff depth migration imaging condition 
for a given frequency: 
 
 I(x,ω ) = −ω 2 W (x,s,r)exp(iω[t(x,s)+ t(x,r)])P(s,r,ω )dr∫ ds∫ ,  (2.3) 
 
where W (x,s,r)  is the amplitude term, and it is defined as 
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 W (x,s,r) = ∂n t(x,s)A(x,s)∂n t(x,r)A(x,r).  (2.4) 
 
Summing over frequencies in equation (2.4), the pre-stack shot profile Kirchhoff 
depth migration integral becomes 
 
 I(x) = − ∂
2
∂t 2 W (x,s,r)P(s,r,t(x,s)+ t(x,r))drds∫∫ ,  (2.5) 
 
where t(x,s)+ t(x,r)  is the traveltime term. Subsurface wavefields are predicted by 
computing traveltime in the Kirchhoff depth migration. For a subsurface image point x , 
the total travel time from a source and receiver pair equals to the traveltime from the 
source point to the image point plus the traveltime from the image point to the receiver, 
(i.e., Ttotal = t(x,s)+ t(x,r) ).  
 
2.3. SHOT PROFILE RTM IN THE TIME DOMAIN 
The pre-stack Kirchhoff depth migration can be interpreted as the imaging 
condition for the pre-stack shot profile RTM. The well-known imaging condition for the 
pre-stack shot profile RTM (Chattopadhyay and McMechan 2008) can be expressed as 
 
 I(x) = ∂
2Us (x,t;s)
∂t 2 Ur (x,t;s)t∑s∑ ,  (2.6) 
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where Us (x,t;s)  and Ur (x,t;s)  are the forward propagated source wavefield and the 
backward propagated receiver wavefield for a given shot, respectively. Under the 
constant density assumption, Us (x,t;s)  can be obtained by performing forward time 
marching for the time domain constant desnsity two-way wave equation  
 
 ( 1v2 (x)
∂2
∂t 2 −∇
2 )Us (x,t;s) = f (t;s),  (2.7) 
 
where v(x)  is the velocity at the subsurface, ∇2  is the Laplace operator, and f (t;s)  is 
the source time series at a given shot location s . Ur (x,t;s)  can be obtained by 
performing backward time marching for the two-way wave equation 
 
 ( 1v2 (x)
∂2
∂t 2 −∇
2 )Ur (x,t;s) = 0,  (2.8) 
with the initial condition 
 
 Ur (r,t;s) = dobs (r,t;s),  (2.9) 
 
where dobs (r,t;s)  is the shot gather for a given shot location s . 
 
2.4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE KIRCHHOFF DEPTH MIGRATION AND THE RTM 
Equations (2.5) and (2.6) both indicate that the total traveltime for x  with a 
given s  and r  pair is equal to the traveltime from the s  to x  plus the traveltime the 
x  to r . The final image is obtained by summing over images obtained from each shot. 
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In post-stack cases, the Kirchhoff migration is a solution of the wave equation in 
an integral form. Wavefields at subsurface can be downward continued by calculating a 
surface integral. The same wave equation can be solved by the explicit time marching 
with given initial conditions, which are zero offset sections in post-stack cases (Baysal et 
al., 1983; McMechan 1983). The Kirchhoff migration in the pre-stack case still employs 
the solution to the wave equation in an integral form. The pre-stack shot profile RTM 
performs the forward and backward wavefield propagations separately via solving the 
wave equation with the explicit time marching. In fact, both the Kirchhoff migration and 
the RTM solve the wave equation, but in different ways. Based on this analysis, the 
imaging condition for the DPW-based RTM in the time domain is introduced in the next 
section. 
 
2.5. IMAGING CONDITIONS FOR THE DPW-BASED RTM IN THE TIME DOMAIN 
As shown in the previous chapter, the imaging condition for the Kirchhoff-based 
DPW depth migration can be written as 
 
 I(x) = L(x) P(ps ,pr ,τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))∫∫ dpsdpr ,  (2.10) 
 
where xh  is the horizontal position of x , τ (x,ps )  and τ (x,pr )  are ps  and pr   




W (x,s,r)dsdr∫∫  is the amplitude filtering term. 
Focusing on the kinematic aspect of equation (2.10), the amplitude term L(x)  
can be ignored. Therefore, for a given ps  and pr  combination, we have 
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 I(x,ps ,pr ) = P(ps ,pr ,τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )),  (2.11) 
 
which is the basic imaging building block for the Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration. 
Equation (2.11) suggests that for a given ps  and pr  combination, the image at x  can 
be obtained by finding the DPW data whose total vertical delay time is 
 τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) i (xh − xref ) , and then positioning the corresponding DPW 
data at the image point x . 
In equations (2.10) and (2.11), the term, τ (x,ps )+τ (x,pr )− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ) , 
indicates that the total vertical delay time for any x  with given ray-parameters ps  and 
pr  is the sum of ps  and pr  vertical delay times to the point x  with the time 
correction, −(ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ) . As previously discussed, the traveltime term in shot 
profile Kirchhoff depth migration can be interpreted as the kinematic part of the imaging 
condition for shot profile RTM. Similarly, the traveltime term in the Kirchhoff-based 
DPW depth migration can be interpreted as the kinematic part of a RTM imaging 
condition used to migrate the DPW data. Therefore, based on the Kirchhoff-based DPW 
depth migration imaging condition equation (2.11), I propose the DPW-based RTM 
imaging condition for the Ps-Pr DPW data as following: 
 
 I(x,ps ,pr ) =
∂2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2
Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ − (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))
τ
∑ ,  (2.12) 
 
where I(x,ps ,pr )  is the image obtained by migrating a single Ps-Pr trace from a DPW 
dataset, Ups  and Upr  represent the forward propagated synthetic source plane 
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wavefield for ps  and the backward propagated DPW plane wavefield for pr  in terms 
of vertical delay time τ , respectively. τ  in equation (2.12) is the vertical delay time 
with respect to xh . Ups  and Upr  can be obtained by performing time marching for the 
two-way wave equation with a plane wave source or the DPW data.  
In equation (2.12), Ups  and Upr  propagate plane waves in terms of τ  with 
respect to xh . At each xh  position, the DPW data in vertical delay times with respect to 
xh  are required to implement the imaging condition. However, the DPW data 
transformed from shot gathers are in vertical delay times with respect to xref . Therefore, 
during plane wavefield propagation processes, a time correction term 
− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )  needs to be applied to the plane wavefields at each xh , so that the 
original vertical delay time of the DPW data, which is with respect to xref , is corrected to 
the vertical delay time with respect to xh . The time correction can be performed for 
either forward or backward propagated wavefields, although I chose performing the time 
correction for the backward propagated wavefields. Plane wavefields Ups  and Upr  will 
be shown in the numerical tests section. 
The Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration provides a solution to the wave 
equation in an integral form and performs downward continuation with the DPW data. To 
perform the proposed DPW-based RTM in the time domain, the same wave equation 
needs to be solved via the explicit time marching where a plane wave source or the DPW 
data are used as the initial condition. Then, the cross-correlation imaging condition is 
applied for forward and backward propagated wavefields to obtain image at each time 
step. This procedure is similar to that of the pre-stack shot profile RTM. However, plane 
wave source or the DPW data should be used as the initial condition to solve the wave 
equation. 
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Since each Ps-Pr trace in the DPW dataset is indexed by both ps  and pr , Upr  
is indexed by ps , as well as by pr . Equation (2.12) is the basic imaging building block 
for the DPW-based RTM. It indicates that for a single Ps-Pr trace, we need to backward 
propagate this plane wave trace using ray-parameter pr  and forward propagate a 
synthetic source plane wave with ray-parameter ps . To obtain images, the cross-
correlation imaging condition is applied at each time step. Alternatively, the reciprocity 
principle can be utilized to perform the proposed DPW-based RTM. For the same Ps-Pr 
trace, backward propagation can be performed using this Ps-Pr trace with ray-parameter 
ps , and forward propagation can be performed using a synthetic source plane wave with 
ray-parameter pr . The cross-correlation imaging condition is then applied to those plane 
wavefields. The image obtained by migrating the Ps-Pr trace in this way should be the 
same as the image obtained previously. For an entire DPW dataset, the image generated 
by a half of the DPW dataset is the same as that generated by migrating the other half of 
the DPW dataset. Therefore, only a half of a DPW dataset needs to be migrated 
explicitly, and efficiency of the proposed method can be improved by utilizing the 
reciprocity principle. More discussions on utilizing the reciprocity principle for the DPW 
data and the DPW migration will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. 
According to equation (2.12), different plane wave components can be migrated 
independently, and therefore, interfaces with different dips can be imaged separately, 
leading to a target-oriented imaging algorithm. Equation (2.12) also suggests that since 
individually migrated images are indexed by ray-parameter pr , the ray-parameter 
common image gathers (CIGs) can be obtained easily by lining up images indexed by 
pr . In CIGs, the flatness of horizons verifies the accuracy of velocity models, and we can 
adjust velocity models accordingly. 
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Images containing information from all selected DPW traces can be obtained by 
stacking all independently migrated sections: 
 
 I(x) = ∂
2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2






∑ . (2.13) 
 
Substituting relationships between the Ps-Pr and the Ps-Po DPW data (i.e., 
equations (1.17) and (1.18)) with the prime dropped for p ′s , the DPW-based RTM 
imaging condition for the Ps-Po DPW data can be written as 
 
 I(x,ps ,po ) =
∂2Ups (ps − po,x,τ )
∂τ 2
Upo (ps ,po,x,τ − ps ⋅(xh − xref ))
τ
∑ ,  (2.14) 
and 
 I(x) = ∂
2Ups (ps − po,x,τ )
∂τ 2






∑ ,  (2.15) 
 
where Upo  is the backward propagated DPW offset plane wavefield. (Note: in equations 
(2.12) to (2.15), plane waves are propagated in terms of τ  not t). 
In the imaging condition equation (2.13), the forward propagated plane wave 
Ups (ps ,x,τ )  is indexed by ps , this means that Ups  for a given ray-parameter ps  can 
be used for imaging all DPW traces that share the same ps  value. As a result, the 
forward propagated plane wavefield Ups  does not need to be calculated for every DPW 
trace. Each Ups  can be reused throughout the migration, which improves the migration 
efficiency. The same analysis applies to equation (2.15). 
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Typically, thousands of DPW traces need to be migrated to obtain an image with 
reasonable resolution. However, this number remains relatively constant even if the 
number of shots increases dramatically. Therefore, the proposed method is suitable for 
seismic datasets with a large number of shots, and the efficiency improves as the number 
of shots increases. 
 
2.6. PLANE WAVEFIELD 
All of the derived imaging conditions for the DPW-based RTM requires plane 
wavefields propagated in terms of τ  not t. In this section, I present detailed the 
procedure to obtain plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ . 
For a given ray-parameter, a plane wave propagating in terms of traveltime t can 
be obtained by injecting source functions or plane wave data at the model surface with a 




Figure 2.1. A 2D illustration of initiating a plane wave at the surface. Δt  is the time 
delay calculated according to the plane wave ray-parameter p  and Δx , 
where Δx  is the grid spacing in the horizontal direction. 
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Injecting a plane wave source with ray-parameter ps  at the surface and using the 
injected plane wave source as the boundary condition to solve the two-way wave 
equation forward in time, we can obtain Ups (ps ,x,t) , which is the synthetic plane 
wavefields propagated in terms of t. Similarly, given a Ps-Pr trace, the trace needs to be 
injected at each surface location with a time delay pr ⋅ Δx  to achieve a boundary 
condition that contains the DPW data. Then, solving the two-way wave equation 
backward in time with the boundary condition, we can obtaine Upr (ps ,pr ,x,t) , which is 
the backward propagated plane wavefields propagating in terms of t. 
The simple relationship between τ  and t  (Diebold and Stoffa 1981) can be 
written as 
 
 τ = t − p ⋅xh .  (2.16) 
 
Therefore, I propose two equations to obtain plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ : 
 
 Ups (ps ,x,τ ) =Ups (ps ,x,t − ps ⋅xh ),  (2.17) 
and 
 Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ ) =Upr (ps ,pr ,x,t − pr ⋅xh ).  (2.18) 
 
A time correction term − (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )  needs to be applied for the 
backward propagated plane wavefields Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ )  at each xh , to obtain 
Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ − (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )) . 
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The same procedures can be used to obtain Ups (ps − po,x,τ )  and 
Upo (ps ,po,x,τ − po ⋅(xh − xref )) . 
 
2.7. COMPENSATION FOR ILLUMINATION 
The normalized imaging condition for the pre-stack shot profile RTM 
(Chattopadhyay and McMechan 2008) was introduced to obtain images with balanced 
amplitude and reflection coefficients. It usually helps to increase the migration energy for 
the deeper parts of images. Thus, the normalized imaging condition is often considered as 
the illumination compensation. Here, I propose normalized imaging conditions for the 
DPW-based RTM that can achieve illumination compensation and lead to images with 
better quality at depth. 
The compensation can be achieved through normalizing either source plane 
wavefields or receiver/offset plane wavefields. By normalizing source plane wavefields, 
the compensated imaging conditions for the Ps-Pr and the Ps-Po DPW data can be written 
as 
 
 INPs (x) =
∂2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2













,  (2.19) 
and 
 INPs (x) =
∂2Ups (ps − po,x,τ )
∂τ 2













,  (2.20) 
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respectively, where INPs (x)  is the source plane wave normalized image.  
Normalizing images by receiver or offset plane wavefields, we can arrive at the 
compensated imaging conditions for the Ps-Pr and the Ps-Po DPW data as follows, 
 
 INPr (x) =
∂2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2













,  (2.21) 
and 
 
 INPo (x) =
∂2Ups (ps − po,x,τ )
∂τ 2













,  (2.22) 
 
respectively. INPr (x)  and INPo (x)  are receiver and offset plane wavefield normalized 
imaging conditions, respectively. Migration results using the normalized imaging 
condition will be shown in the following section. 
 
2.8. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Alhough all the derivations in previous sections are in 3D, only 2D numerical 
examples will be demonstrated. In all examples, the rapid expansion method (REM) (Tal-
Ezer et al., 1987; Pestana and Stoffa 2010) was used to propagate wavefields and to 
generate synthetic shot gathers. I first test the impulse responses of the proposed method 
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for a homogenous model to demonstrate that the DPW-based RTM is able to achieve 
images that are equivalent to those of the shot profile RTM. Then, a simple three-layer 
model and the SEG/EAGE salt model (Aminzadeh et al., 1997) are used to show the 
flexibility of the proposed method. The proposed illumination imaging condition, 
equation (2.20), is also applied to the salt model. 
 
2.8.1. Impulse response  
A simple homogenous velocity model with v = 2 km/s  was selected for testing 
impulse responses. There were 200 horizontal points and 100 vertical points with an 
interval of 0.02 km in both directions. The upper left corner is set to be the origin as 
shown in Figure 2.2. Only one shot located at s(sx = 2 km,  sz = 0 km)  with one band-
limited impulse at zero offset was migrated by the shot profile RTM. The result is shown 




The shot gather that had only one zero offset trace was then decomposed into a 
DPW dataset with 101 ps  and 101 pr  plane waves. Both ps  and pr  plane wave 
components were equally spaced between -0.5 to 0.5 s/km. For the DPW transform, the 
maximum p  value should be chosen according to the time dips in shot gathers and the 
minimum velocity of the model, such that most of the plane wave components arriving at 
the surface can be captured. In this case, the slowness of the velocity was chosen to be 
the maximum ray-parameter value. 
Figure 2.3 shows several selected DPW profiles. Panels shown in Figure 2.3a) 
and in Figure 2.3b) are constant ps  panels and constant pr  panels, respectively. The 
impulse signal can be regarded as a received signal composed by plane waves coming 
from all directions. Therefore, decomposed plane wave energy for all ps  and pr  plane 
 
Figure 2.2. The impulse response of the shot profile RTM. The image is overlaid by a 
dashed half-circle. 
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waves can be expected in both constant ps  and pr  profiles. Horizontal events for all 
plane waves at the same vertical delay time are observed in Figure 2.3. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 demonstrates how to inject a plane wave source and a DPW trace at the 
surface. In Figure 2.4a), Ricker wavelets are injected at the surface at each grid point with 
a time delay Δt = ps ⋅ Δx  to achieve a synthetic plane wave source with ray-parameter 
 
 
Figure 2.3. a) Three constant ps  profiles. ps  = -0.2, 0.0 and 0.2 s/km for each panel 
from left to right. In each panel, pr  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km. b) Three constant 
pr  profiles where pr  = -0.2, 0.0 and 0.2 s/km for each panel from left to 
right, respectively. ps  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km in each panel. 
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ps  < 0.0 s/km. Similarly, to calculate backward propagated plane wavefields, a Ps-Pr or 
Ps-Po trace from a DPW dataset needs to be reversed in time and injected at each grid 
point with a time delay Δt = pr ⋅ Δx  with pr  < 0.0 s/km, as shown in Figure 2.4b). 
Injecting a plane wave source and a DPW trace with ps  > 0.0 s/km and pr  > 0.0 s/km 





Figure 2.4. a) An illustration of injecting a synthetic plane wave source with ray-
parameter ps  < 0.0 s/km. b) An illustration of injecting a Ps-Pr or Ps-Po 
trace from a DPW dataset with ray-parameter pr  < 0.0 s/km. c) and d) are 
similar to a) and b), but with the opposite sign for ps  and pr , respectively. 
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Forward and backward propagated plane wavefields can be obtained by solving 
the two-way wave equation with the synthetic plane wave source or the injected Ps-Pr 
traces serving as the initial conditions. To demonstrate forward and backward propagated 
plane wavefields in τ , a trace from the DPW dataset where ps  and pr  were both 
equal to -0.3 s/km was migrated. Ups (ps ,x,τ )  and Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ − (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))  
plane wavefields at different τ  steps are shown in Figure 2.5a) to Figure 2.5d) and in 
Figure 2.5e) to Figure 2.5h), respectively. Plane wavefields shown in row 1, 2, 3 and 4 
correspond to different wavefields at time steps τ  = 0.2 s, τ  = 0.4 s, τ  = 0.6 s and 
τ  = 0.8 s. The corresponding multiplication (i.e., cross-correlation) between the forward 
and backward propagated plane wavefields at those time steps are shown in Figure 2.5i) 





Figure 2.5. An illustration of the DPW-based RTM imaging processes. Columns 1, 2, 3 
and 4 correspond to forward propagated plane wavefields, backward 
propagated plane wavefields, multiplication results between the forward and 




Figure 2.6 through 2.10 show the impulse responses after performing the DPW-
based RTM using different parts of the DPW dataset. Equation (2.13) was utilized for 
migration. Each result was overlaid by a half-circle identical to the one shown in Figure 
2.2. The subsets of the DPW dataset used to generate images shown in Figure 2.6 through 
2.10 are listed in Table 2.1. 
 
 Figure 2.6 Figure 2.7 Figure 2.8 Figure 2.9 Figure 2.10 
ps  range 
(s/km) 0.0 0.0 0.0 ~ 0.4 0.0 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 
pr  range  
(s/km) 0.0 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 
Table 2.1. Subsets of the DPW dataset used for testing the impulse response of the 
DPW-based RTM. 
 
The image shown in Figure 2.6 was generated by migrating only one DPW trace 
where ps  and pr  are both equal to 0.0 s/km. A horizontal event was imaged and it was 
tangent to the overlaid half-circle, meaning that the image coincided with the horizontal 
portion of the impulse response of the shot profile RTM. Because only one trace was 
migrated, the obtained impulse response partially corresponded to the impulse response 
of the shot profile RTM. The other parts of the impulse response are regarded as 
migration artifacts pointed out by the arrows. The impulse response shown in Figure 2.7 
was generated by migrating a constant ps  profile where ps  = 0.0 s/km and pr  = -0.5 
~ 0.5 s/km. The image is a hyperbola that does not have the horizontal artifacts. The 
horizontal artifacts shown in Figure 2.6 were canceled by including more pr  plane 
waves into the migration. However, the hyperbola is not kinematically equal to the 
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impulse response of the shot profile RTM. The wings of the hyperbola, indicated by 




Figure 2.6. The impulse response obtained by migrating one trace from the DPW 
dataset where both ps  and pr  are equal to 0.0 s/km. 
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I increased the ps  aperture and obtained impulse responses shown in Figure 2.8 
and 2.9 where again pr  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km were used for migration. 41 ps  plane waves 
ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 s/km and 51 ps  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 s/km were 
used to generate the results shown in Figure 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. Because more ps  
plane waves were used for migration, the impulse response shown in Figure 2.8 formed a 
part of a circle. Similarly, the impulse response became a quarter circle, as shown in 
Figure 2.9 as 51 ps  plane waves were include into the migration. There are a small 
amount of artifacts indicated by arrows in Figure 2.8 and 2.9. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. The impulse response obtained by migrating a constant ps  profile where 




Figure 2.8. The impulse response obtained by migrating 41 ps  plane waves ranging 
from 0.0 to 0.4 s/km and 101 pr  plane waves ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 
s/km. 
 
Figure 2.9. The impulse response obtained by migrating 51 ps  plane waves ranging 
from 0.0 to 0.5 s/km and 101 pr  plane waves ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 
s/km. 
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Figure 2.10 shows the impulse response where all traces from the DPW dataset 
were migrated. Even though there were still some artifacts indicated by arrows, the 
impulse response has the same shape as that of the shot profile RTM, suggesting that the 
proposed DPW-based RTM is kinematically identical to the shot profile RTM if all plane 
waves are migrated. 
 
 
The evolution from Figure 2.6 to 2.10 shows that increasing the ps  aperture is 
able to reduce the migration artifacts and to build the half-circle impulse response. This 
phenomenon can also be explained by the Huygens principle. It is also shown that 
specific ranges of ps  and pr  plane waves can be migrated independently to form a 
 
Figure 2.10. The impulse response obtained by migration all traces from the DPW 
dataset. Except for some small amount of artifacts indicated by black 
arrows, the image has the same shape with impulse response of the shot 
profile RTM. 
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part of the half-circle impulse response. As a result, we can employ this property to 
image subsurface interfaces with given dips. 
 
2.8.2. Three-layer model 
The proposed method can selectively image subsurface structures by dips, and it 
is demonstrated with a simple three-layer model. The model size and grid intervals were 
the same as those used in the previous homogenous model. The velocity model is shown 
in Figure 2.11, where there are one horizontal interface, one dipping interface and one 
diffractor. The REM was used to generate 200 shots. Each shot gather had 200 receivers. 
 
Figure 2.11. The three-layer model. There are one horizontal interface, one dipping 
interface and one diffractor. 
 
The shot gather were transformed to a Ps-Po DPW dataset with 121 ps  and 121 
po  plane waves, resulting in 14641 traces in the Ps-Po DPW dataset. Both ps  and po  
plane waves were equally spaced from -0.6 to 0.6 s/km. Selected constant ps  and po  
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profiles are shown in Figure 2.12. Constant po  profiles shown in Figure 2.12a) contain 
elliptical events that are similar to moveout curves in traditional τ − p  profiles. Figure 
2.12b) shows constant ps  profiles where two localized events were circled, which are 
around ps =  0.0 s/km  and ps  = 0.16 s/km , respectively. This indicates that there are 
two interfaces with different dips in the model. The recorded diffractions were 




Figure 2.12. a) Three constant ps  profiles. From left to right, ps  = -0.2, 0.0 and 0.2 
s/km, respectively. In each panel, po  = -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km. b) Contains three 
constant po  profiles. From left to right, po  = -0.2, 0.0 and 0.2 s/km for 
each panel, respectively. ps  = -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km in each panel. 
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Equation (2.15) was employed to generate the image shown in Figure 2.13 where 
31 po  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to 0.3 s/km and 5 ps  plane waves ranging from -
0.02 to 0.02 s/km were migrated. The ps  plane waves used for migration included most 
of the energy from the localized event around ps = 0 s/km.  The horizontal interface was 
successfully imaged. Some diffraction energy was migrated to build the diffractor, which 
is indicated by the black arrow. However, the diffractor was not fully reconstructed. 
 
 
By keeping the po  range the same as the previous case and migrating ps  from 
0.15 to 0.19 s/km, I obtained the image shown in Figure 2.14. The dipping interface is 
 
Figure 2.13. The image obtained by migrating 5 ps  and 31 po  plane waves. The plane 
wave ranges are -0.02 ~ 0.02 s/km and 0.0 ~ 0.3 s/km for ps  and po  
plane waves, respectively. 
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In the previous cases, I only migrated a small portion of the ps  plane waves, 
which resulted in images with low resolution for the diffractor. More diffraction energy 
needs to be included into the migration to fully recover the diffractor. Therefore, I 
migrated all of the ps  plane waves and 31 po  plane waves and obtained the image 
shown in Figure 2.15a). Because all of the decomposed ps  plane waves coming from 
the two interfaces and the diffractor were migrated, both interfaces were successfully 
recovered, as well as the diffractor. The corresponding CIGs are shown in Figure 2.15b). 
 
 
Figure 2.14. The image obtained by migrating 5 ps  and 31 po  plane waves. The plane 






Figure 2.15. a) The image obtained by migrating 121 ps  and 31 po  plane waves. The 
plane wave ranges are -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km and 0.0 ~ 0.3 s/km for ps  and po  
plane wave, respectively. b) The corresponding CIGs. All events are 
horizontal indicating that the correct velocity model was used for migration. 
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2.8.3. SEG/EAGE salt model 
A 2D line from the 3D SEG/EAGE salt model (Figure 2.16) was selected to test 
the proposed method on a complex velocity model. 675 shot gathers were generated 
using the REM. Each shot gather had 675 receivers. Both source and receiver spacing 
were 0.02 km. 
 
 
Shot gathers were decomposed into 241 ps  and 241 po  plane waves. 
Therefore, there were 58081 traces in the Ps-Po DPW dataset. Both ps  and po  were 
equally sampled between -0.6 s/km and 0.6 s/km. The migration result for a targeted 
imaging is shown in Figure 2.17, where I included 31 po  plane waves and limited the 
ps  plane waves from -0.1 to 0.1 s/km with a 0.05 s/km interval. Small dips and 
horizontal reflectors were recovered by limiting the ps  aperture around 0.0 s/km. 
Migrating a limited ps  aperture is very efficient and can be used as a part of a velocity 
model building strategy. In this case, only 71 forward propagations were performed. As a 
 
Figure 2.16. The 2D line of the 3D SEG/EAGE salt model. 
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result, trial images, as well as CIGs, can be obtained promptly, and they can be used to 
verify velocity models. As more ps  plane waves are migrated, more detailed structures 
can be recovered, resulting in the increased spatial resolution. I suggest that staging over 





Figure 2.17. a) The image obtained by migrating 41 ps  plane waves and 31 po  plane 
waves. The ps  range and po  range are -0.1 ~ 0.1 s/km and 0.0 ~ 0.3 
s/km, respectively. There were 1271 traces used for migration. b) The 
corresponding CIGs for the migration. Each shown horizontal position 
contains 31 po  plane waves. 
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I increased the ps  aperture to include all ps  plane waves ranging from -0.6 to 
0.6 s/km for migration, and obtained the image shown in Figure 2.18a). The image has 
improved resolution for most of reflectors compared to that shown in Figure 2.17a). The 
corresponding CIGs are shown in Figure 2.18b). As previously mentioned, only a limited 
number of forward propagations are needed. In this case, I computed 271 forward 




Figure 2.18. a) The image obtained by migrating all 241 ps  plane waves and 31 po  
plane waves. There were 7471 traces used for migration. b) The 
corresponding CIGs for the migration. Each shown horizontal position 
contains 31 po  plane waves. 
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Figure 2.19 to 2.22 show results of migrating all ps  plane waves, while the po  
aperture was varied. This is equivalent to staging over offsets or subsurface angles. The 
po  apertures used for migration in Figure 2.19 to 2.22 were 0.0 s/km (vertical incidence 
for offset plane waves), 0.0 to 0.1 s/km (small offset or incident angles), 0.0 to 0.2 s/km 
(moderate offsets or incident angles) and 0.0 to 0.4 s/km (larger offsets or incident 
angles), respectively. The ranges of the DPW subsets are listed in Table 2.2. 
 
 Figure 2.18 Figure 2.19 Figure 2.20 Figure 2.21 Figure 2.22 
ps  range 
(s/km) -0.6 ~ 0.6 -0.6 ~ 0.6 -0.6 ~ 0.6 -0.6 ~ 0.6 -0.6 ~ 0.6 
po  range  
(s/km) 0.0 ~ 0.3 0.0 0.0 ~ 0.1 0.0 ~ 0.2 0.0 ~ 0.4 
Table 2.2. The subsets of the DPW dataset used for generating the images shown in 




Figure 2.19. The image obtained by migrating all ps  plane waves and 1 po  plane 






Figure 2.20. The image obtained by migrating all ps  plane waves and 11 po  plane 
waves. 2651 traces were migrated. 
 
Figure 2.21. The image obtained by migrating all ps  plane waves and 21 po  plane 
waves. 5061 traces were migrated. 
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Comparing images shown in Figure 2.18a), 2.19, 2.20, 2.21 and 2.22 where all 
ps  were used for migration, we can notice that the image, as shown in Figure 2.18a), 
obtained with 31 po  from 0.0 to 0.3 s/km has the highest resolution and highest signal 
to noise (S/N) ratio among the five images expect for the artifacts above the salt. The S/N 
ratio of images became visibly worse when po  aperture dropped to 11.  
The images shown in Figure 2.18a), 2.21 and 2.22 are of similar quality, 
especially in the subsalt region. That is because po  plane waves with larger take-off 
angles at the surface had shallower penetration depths, and po  plane waves with large 
ray-parameter values did not contribute to the image in the deepest part. Three sets of 
CIGs from the images shown in Figure 2.21, 2.18a) and 2.22 are shown in Figure 2.23. 
The po  ranges of the three sets of CIGs are 0.0 ~ 0.2 s/km, 0.0 ~ 0.3 s/km and 0.0 ~ 0.4 
s/km, respectively. In Figure 2.23c), vertical dashed lines delineate po = 0.3 s/km . In 
Figure 2.23a) and b), flat horizons are up to the maximum po  value. As shown in Figure 
 
Figure 2.22. The image obtained by migrating all ps  plane waves and 41 po  plane 
waves. 9881 traces from the DPW dataset were used for migration. 
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2.23c), however, plane waves po  >  0.3 s/km  contain little energy and contribute little 
to the deeper part of the model, which are target subsalt areas.  
Although the images shown in Figure 2.21, 2.18a) and 2.22 have similar quality, 
Figure 2.21 requires the least computational cost. The computational cost of obtaining 
Figure 2.21 is approximately 6/10 of that of Figure 2.18a), and it is approximately 4/10 of 





Figure 2.23. a) The CIGs from the image shown in Figure 2.21. Each shown location has 
21 po  plane waves. b) The CIGs from the image shown in Figure 2.18a). 
Each shown location contains 31 po  plane waves. c) The CIGs from the 
image shown in Figure 2.22. Each shown location has 41 po  plane waves. 
a), b) and c) have similar horizons in the deeper part. 
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According to the previous analysis, migrating all traces in DPW data volume is 
not necessary, especially when the target lies in the deep part of the model and velocities 
increase dramatically with depth. Migrating less DPW traces improves the migration 
efficiency. However, appropriately selecting po  apertures for migration requires 
previous geological information. 
The image shown in Figure 2.24 was obtained by migrating all 241 ps  and 31 
po  plane waves, where the illumination compensation imaging condition described by 
equation (2.15) was implemented. Although, Figure 2.24 and 2.18a) were obtained by 
migrating the same DPW traces, the image shown in Figure 2.24, which was obtained 
with illumination compensation, has more balanced amplitudes and higher resolution in 




Figure 2.24. The image obtained by migrating all 241 ps  plane waves and 31 po  
plane waves using illumination compensation imaging condition. 
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2.9. DISCUSSIONS 
1. For the DPW transform, we need to transform shot gathers into different 
plane waves for different models depending on the maximum dip angle of reflectors and 
the minimum velocity of the model. 
2. In order to generate an image with reasonable resolution, we only need to 
migrate a small number of po  plane waves. I found that using pr  or po  plane waves 
up to an absolute value of 0.3 s/km would be sufficient for most cases. Adding pr  or 
po  plane waves with large ray-parameter values for migration would not improve image 
quality for the deeper parts significantly, as a result of shallow penetration for rays with 
large take off-angles. However, traces for migration should be chosen with caution based 
on previous geological information. 
3. Obtaining CIGs easily and rapidly, together with staging over ps  
apertures, gives the proposed method the potential to become a useful tool for migration 
velocity analysis. 
4. The DPW-based RTM is kinematically equivalent to the shot profile 
RTM, if appropriate plane waves are migrated. 
 
2.10. CONCLUSIONS 
Analyzing the relationship between the pre-stack shot profile Kirchhoff depth 
migration and the shot profile RTM, I proposed a plane wave RTM strategy based on the 
Kirchhoff-based DPW depth migration. The proposed DPW-based RTM method offers 
several advantages over the traditional pre-stack shot profile RTM. First, seismic data are 
regularized during the DPW transform, and the DPW data are not dependent on source 
and receiver locations, which makes it easier to inject the synthetic source and seismic 
data for irregular source and receiver positioning than the shot profile RTM. Secondly, 
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the number of forward propagations required for the DPW-based RTM is limited. 
Besides that, the number of forward and backward propagations remains relatively 
constant, even when the number of shots increases dramatically. Therefore, the DPW-
based RTM can be more efficient than the shot profile RTM. Thirdly, subsets of DPW 
datasets can be migrated independently. As a result, subsurface interfaces can be imaged 
according to their dips. This makes the proposed method a candidate for target-oriented 
imaging. Finally, gradually enlarging the apertures for plane waves (both source and 
receiver or offset plane waves) used for migration is demonstrated to be a potential tool 
for velocity analysis. Trial and intermediate images and CIGs can be obtained efficiently 
by migrating a small portion of the DPW dataset, and the velocity model can be updated 
rapidly according to the CIGs. The illumination compensation imaging condition for the 




Chapter 3: Double Plane Wave Migration in the Frequency Domain 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
As introduced in the Chapter 2, reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 
1983; McMechan 1983) solves the two-way wave equation during wave field 
propagation processes. Although powerful computers have made traditional pre-stack 
shot gather RTM a practical migration procedure, pre-stack shot gather RTM is still 
computationally intensive. The traditional pre-stack shot gather RTM in the time domain 
needs to compute wave field time marching explicitly, which is time consuming. Also, 
considerable memory or disk space is required to store those wavefields for large models. 
Therefore, extensive efforts have been made to increase the efficiency of the pre-stack 
RTM and to reduce the storage demands. Delayed shot and harmonic source migration 
strategies (Whitmore 1995; Zhang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006) were applied by several 
authors to improve the performance of RTM (Zhang et al., 2007; Zhang and Sun 2008). 
Recently, RTM in the frequency domain has been investigated as an alternative to 
the time domain RTM. In the frequency domain, the acoustic wave equation becomes the 
Helmholtz equation (Marfurt 1984). Several authors (Shin et al., 2001; Xu et al., 2010; 
Kim et al., 2011) successfully demonstrated the effectiveness of the frequency domain 
RTM via solving the linear system of the Helmholtz equation. 
In this chapter, performing RTM in the frequency domain using DPW data is 
investigated. I first briefly review the DPW-based RTM in the time domain introduced in 
the Chapter 2. Then, I propose two methods that can migrate DPW data in the frequency 
domain. The first method is analogous to the DPW-based RTM in the time domain. So, it 
is named the “DPW-based RTM in the frequency domain”. Based on the inverse 
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scattering theory (Bleistein et al., 2001; Stolt and Weglein 2012), I derive imaging 
conditions for migrating DPW data using frequency plane wave Green’s function. And I 
designate the second method the frequency domain DPW RTM (or DPW RTM in the 
frequency domain). The two methods are shown to be kinematically equivalent. 
However, the frequency domain DPW RTM is much faster than the DPW-based RTM in 
that the number of wavefield computations required by the frequency domain DPW RTM 
is considerably smaller than that required by the DPW-based RTM. So, I focus on 
analyzing the frequency domain DPW RTM.  
The frequency domain DPW RTM is fast, accurate and flexible. The method can 
also be used as a target-oriented imaging method that benefits the migration velocity 
analysis. Again, the method is equivalent to the shot profile RTM if appropriate plane 
wave components are migrated. The method achieves a speedup more than an order of 
magnitude comparing to the shot profile RTM. 
Migrating DPW data can include anisotropy, and the frequency domain DPW 
RTM method is tested on two synthetic vertical transversely isotropic (VTI) models. 
 
3.2. DPW-BASED RTM IN THE TIME AND THE FREQUENCY DOMAINS 
3.2.1. DPW-based RTM in the time domain 
As shown in Chapter 2, the imaging condition for the DPW-based RTM in the 
time domain can be written as 
 
 I(x) = ∂
2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2






∑ . (3.1) 
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where ps  and pr  are ray-parameters of source and receiver plane waves, respectively, 
τ  is the vertical delay time, and xh = (xh , yh , zh = 0)  is the horizontal position of the 
subsurface image point x = (x, y, z) . Ups  and Upr  are the forward propagated source 
plane wave field and the backward propagated receiver plane wave field, respectively. 
Using the relationships between the Ps-Pr and the Ps-Po DPW data, the imaging 
condition for the Ps-Po DPW data can be written as 
 
 I(x) = ∂
2Ups (ps − po,x,τ )
∂τ 2






∑ ,  (3.2) 
 
where po  is the ray-parameter of an offset plane wave, and Upo  represents the 
backward propagated offset plane wave field. The imaging conditions described by 
equations (3.1) and (3.2) are very similar to the adjoint state method used for calculating 
the gradient of the misfit function in shot profile full waveform inversion (FWI) in the 
time domain (Plessix 2006), where forward propagated source wavefields are cross-
correlated with backward propagated shot gathers.  
 
3.2.2. DPW-based RTM in the frequency domain 
Here, to derive the DPW-based RTM in the frequency domain, I start with the 
adjoint state method in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain, the wave 
equation becomes the Helmholtz equation and can be written in a complex linear system 
(Marfurt 1984) as 
 
  !S!u = !f ,  (3.3) 
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where  !S  is the impedance matrix,  !u  is the pressure field due to the source  !f  located 
at source locations, and the symbol ~ represents the frequency domain wavefield and 
data. The pressure field can be obtained by 
 
  !u = !S−1!f ,  (3.4) 
 
where the superscript -1 denotes the inverse of a matrix. 
In the frequency domain, the adjoint state method is employed to calculate the 







T !v),  (3.5) 
 
where ∇mF  is the gradient of the misfit function in FWI, 
 
∂ !S
∂m  is the partial derivative 
of impedance matrix with respect to an earth parameter m, and the superscript T denotes 
the transpose of a matrix or a vector.  !v  in equation (3.5) is calculated by  
 
  !v = ( !S
−1)Tδ !d*,  (3.6) 
 
which is the backward propagated wavefield.  
Assuming  ( !S
−1) = ( !S−1)T  (Pratt 1999),  !v = !S−1δ !d* , where  δ !d  is the difference 
between the observed data and the predicted data, and the superscript * represents the 
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conjugate of a complex number. The gradient can be obtained by taking the real part of 
the right hand side of equation (3.5).  
An RTM image can be obtained as  δ !d  in equation (3.6) is replaced with  !d , 




I = Re(( ∂
!S
∂m !u)
T !v),  (3.7) 
 
where I is the RTM image. The backward propagated wavefield  !v  can be obtained by 
 
  !v = !S−1 !d*,  (3.8) 
 
which performs backward propagation for seismic records. Equation (3.7) indicates that 
an RTM image can be obtained by performing cross-correlation between the forward 
propagated wavefield  !u  and the backward propagated wavefield  !v  in the frequency 
domain. 
Although equation (3.7) is a general imaging condition that can be used to migrate 
any seismic data, it is often implemented to migrate shot gathers. In such cases,  !u  and 
 !v  represent forward propagated point source wavefields and backward propagated shot 
gathers wavefields, respectively. In our case, I propose employing equation (3.7) to 
migrate the DPW data with forward and backward propagated frequency domain plane 
wavefields.  
If  !f  represents a synthetic plane wave source at the surface, and  !d*  represents 
the complex conjugate of DPW traces at each surface location, forward propagated plane 
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wavefield  !u  and backward propagated plane wavefield  !v  can be obtained by solving 
equations (3.4) and (3.8), respectively. Because  !S  in equation (3.3) is the impedance 
matrix of the two-way wave equation, frequency domain plane wavefields obtained by 
solving equations (3.4) and (3.8), such as  !u  and  !v , are equivalent to time domain 
plane wavefields propagated in terms of traveltime t. However, to migrate the DPW data, 
the required frequency domain plane wavefields should be equivalent to the time domain 
plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ  with respect to xh . 
Obtaining plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ  in the time domain was 
introduced in Chapter 2, where I used the relationship between τ  and t: 
 
 τ = t − p ⋅xh ,  (3.9) 
 
and computed the time domain plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ  by  
 
 Ups (ps ,x,τ ) =Ups (ps ,x,t − ps ⋅xh ),  (3.10) 
and 
 Upr (ps ,pr ,x,τ ) =Upr (ps ,pr ,x,t − pr ⋅xh ).  (3.11) 
 
The counter parts of equations (3.9) and (3.10) in the frequency domain can be 
written as  
 
  !ˆups (ps ,x,ω ) = !ups (ps ,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅xh ),  (3.12) 
and 
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  !ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω ) = !vpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )exp(+iωpr ⋅xh ),  (3.13) 
 
where exp(+iωps ⋅xh )  and exp(+iωpr ⋅xh )  are the phase shift terms that perform the 
computation indicated by equation (3.9) in the frequency domain. 
 
!ˆups (ps ,x,ω )  and 
 
!ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )  are frequency domain plane wavefields that are equivalent to time 
domain plane wavefields propagated in terms of τ .  
As discussed in the previous two chapters, a time correction term 
− (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )  needs to be applied to the plane wavefields at each xh , so that the 
original vertical delay time of the DPW data, which is with respect to xref , is corrected to 
the vertical delay time with respect to xh . In the frequency domain, the time correction 
term becomes a phase shift term exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )) . Substituting 
 
!ˆups (ps ,x,ω )  and  !ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )  into equation (3.7) with the phase shift term
exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))  applied to  !ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )  and summing over 
contributions from all traces in a Ps-Pr DPW dataset, I arrive at the imaging condition for 











×exp(−iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))),
 (3.14) 
 
Employing the relationships between the Ps-Pr and the Ps-Po DPW data (i.e., equations 

















!ˆvpo  is the backward propagated offset plane wavefield. 
Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are imaging conditions for the DPW-based RTM in 
the frequency domain derived with the adjoint state method. According the analyses in 
the previous section, images obtained by the DPW-based RTM in the frequency domain 
are kinematically equivalent to those obtained by the DPW-based RTM in the time 
domain. 
The DPW-based RTMs in the time and the frequency domains are accurate and 
flexible. They solve the two-way wave equation, either by explicitly propagating time 
domain wavefields or by solving the linear system of the Helmholtz equation. Typically, 
thousands of traces from a DPW dataset need to be migrated. Because the adjoint state 
method is employed, each trace needs to be propagated explicitly by solving the two-way 
wave equation, if using those two methods. Therefore, directly implementing the methods 
is not suitable for small seismic datasets that only have hundreds of shot gathers. 
 
3.3. BORN MODELING AND ITS ADJOINT 
To address the computation issue of the DPW-based RTM (both in the time and in 
the frequency domains), I start with the forward and the inverse scattering theories in the 
frequency domain. For simplicity, the symbol ~, which represents frequency domain data 
and wavefields, is dropped. The forward scattering potential (Bleistein et al., 2001; Stolt 
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and Weglein 2012) under the Born approximation in the frequency domain can be written 
as 
 
 δP(s,r,ω ) = −ω 2 fs (ω )
m(x)
c2 (x)G(s,x,ω )G(x,r,ω )dx∫ ,  (3.16) 
 
where c(x)  is the velocity, G(x,r,ω )  is the Green’s function from the source to the 
subsurface point x, G(x,r,ω )  is the Green’s function from the subsurface point to the 
receiver, δP(s,r,ω )  is the scattered field associate with the source and the receiver, 
m(x)  represents the perturbation of model parameter, and δP(s,r,ω )  is the frequency 
seismic source. Equation (3.16) is often referred to as the Born modeling. 
Taking the adjoint of equation (3.16) (Bleistein et al., 2001), the model 
perturbation can be calculated by 
 
 m(x) = −Re( ω
2
c2 (x) fs
*(ω )G*(s,x,ω )G*(x,r,ω )δ P(s,r,ω )dsdrdω∫∫∫ ),  (3.17) 
 
where the superscript * again denotes the complex conjugate of a complex number, and 
the model perturbation is obtained by taking the real part of the right hand side of 
equation (3.17). Equation (3.17) is often referred to as the first order inverse scattering 
potential integral. Based on equation (3.17), adjoint-state method was applied to FWI to 
calculate the velocity perturbation (Sirgue and Pratt 2004; Tao and Sen 2013b; Tromp et 
al., 2005). To perform the migration, the data perturbation δ P(s,r,ω )  in equation (3.17) 
should be substituted with the recorded data. Therefore, we have 
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 I(x) = Re( ω
2
c2 (x) fs
*(ω )G*(s,x,ω )G*(x,r,ω )P(s,r,ω )dsdrdω∫∫∫ ),  (3.18) 
 
where P(s,r,ω )  is the recorded seismic data, and I(x)  is the image obtained by taking 
the real part of the right hand side of equation (3.18). Equation (3.18) can serve as the 
RTM imaging condition for shot gathers in the frequency domain, and it is the 
counterpart of imaging condition for the time domain RTM (Chattopadhyay and 
McMechan 2008). 
 
3.4. FREQUENCY DOMAIN DPW RTM USING PLANE WAVE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS 
Starting from equation (3.18), a new frequency domain DPW RTM imaging 
condition is derived. The proposed imaging condition not only increases the 
computational efficiency of the migration substantially, but also retains the accuracy and 
flexibility of the previously introduced DPW-based RTM methods. 
Let’s rewrite the inverse DPW transform for the Ps-Pr DPW data: 
 
 P(s,r,ω ) =ω 4 P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω[ps ⋅(s − xref )+ pr ⋅(r − xref )])dps dpr∫∫ .  (3.19) 
 
Substituting equation (3.19) into equation (3.18), we obtain 
 
 
I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs
*(ω )G*(s,x,ω )G*(x,r,ω )P(ps ,pr ,ω )∫∫∫∫









I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(s,x,ω )G*(x,r,ω )P(ps ,pr ,ω )∫∫∫∫




where xh  is again the horizontal position of the subsurface imaging point x . The 
reason for adding terms ps ⋅(xh − xh )  and pr ⋅(xh − xh )  will be explained in detail in 
the next section. Reorganizing terms in equation (3.21) leads to 
 
 
I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(s,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅(s − xh ))∫∫∫∫
×G*(x,r,ω )exp(+iωpr ⋅(r − xh ))P(ps ,pr ,ω )
×exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdprdsdrdω ).
 (3.22) 
 
Using the reciprocity property of Green’s function, G(r,x,ω )  is equal to 
G(x,r,ω ) . The Green’s functions for both sources and receivers are slant stacked to 
obtain source and receiver plane wave Green’s functions: 
 
 G*(ps ,x,ω ) = G*(s,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅(s − xh ))ds∫ ,  (3.23) 
 G*(pr ,x,ω ) = G*(r,x,ω )exp(+iωpr ⋅(r − xh ))dr∫ ,  (3.24) 
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where G(ps ,x,ω )  and G(pr ,x,ω )  are source and receiver plane wave Green’s 
functions, respectively. Substituting equations (3.23) and (3.24) into equation (3.22), we 
obtain the frequency domain DPW RTM imaging condition for the Ps-Pr DPW data as 
 
 
I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )∫∫
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdprdω ).
 (3.25) 
 
Subsisting the relationships between the Ps-Pr DPW data and the Ps-Po DPW data 
into equation (3.25), the imaging condition for the Ps-Po DPW data becomes 
 
 
I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps − po,x,ω )G*(po,x,ω )∫∫
×P(ps ,po,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdpodω ).
 (3.26) 
 
where G(po,x,ω )  is the offset plane wave Green’s function. Equations (3.25) and 
(3.26) are frequency domain DPW RTM imaging conditions for the Ps-Pr DPW data and 
the Ps-Po DPW data, respectively. They are analogous to equations 35 and 39 in Stoffa et 
al. (2006), while here, plane wave Green’s functions replace their approximations that 
only included plane wave times. 
Equations (3.14) and (3.25) are equivalent except for the amplitude filtering term. 
The source plane wave field in equation (3.14) can be viewed as the multiplication of 
source signature and a plane wave Green’s function in equation (3.25). The receiver 
plane wave field in equation (3.14) can be viewed as the multiplication of a plane Green’s 
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function and the complex conjugate of the DPW data in equation (3.24). The same 
analysis can be conducted for equations (3.15) and (3.26). Ignoring the amplitude 
filtering terms, equations (3.14) and (3.25) are equivalent, and so as equations (3.15) and 
(3.26). The proof of the equivalence is shown in Appendix A. 
The proposed imaging condition for the DPW data is in a similar form to that for 
shot gathers. To implement the imaging condition for shot gathers, equation (3.17), one 
need to calculate Green’s function for each source to imaging points, as well as Green’s 
function from imaging points to each receiver. In the proposed imaging condition, plane 
wave Green’s functions for ps  and pr  or po  for each imaging point need to be 
computed. The plane wave Green’s functions do not depend on source and receiver 
locations. Once a plane wave Green’s function has been calculated, it can be reused for 
plane wave components with the same ray-parameter. Therefore, only a limited number 
of plane wave Green’s functions need to be computed for migrating an entire DPW 
dataset. Reducing the computation for Green’s function greatly increases the migration 
efficiency. 
Removing the filter ω
6
c2 (x)  and the integrals in equations (3.25) and (3.26), we 
have 
 
 I(x,ps ,pr ,ω ) = Re( fs
*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))),
 (3.27) 
and 
 I(x,ps ,po,ω ) = Re( fs
*(ω )G*(ps − po,x,ω )G*(po,x,ω )




Equation (3.27) or (3.28) defines the basic building block for the frequency 
domain DPW RTM. Each plane wave component and frequency can be migrated 
separately and parallelly. Images can be obtained using different combination of plane 
wave components and frequencies. Images I(x,ps ,pr ,ω )  and I(x,ps ,po,ω )  are 
indexed by pr  an po  respectively. Once all desired plane wave components are 
migrated, the ray-parameter common imaging gathers (CIGs) can be easily obtained by 
lining images indexed by pr  or po . The desired images can be achieved by stacking 
CIGs for each image point. I will demonstrate the method using two synthetic examples. 
 
3.5. COMPUTING FREQUENCY DOMAIN PLANE WAVE GREEN’S FUNCTIONS 
Frequency domain plane wave Green’s functions need to be constructed to 
implement the proposed imaging condition. In this study, I first perform time domain 
wave field extrapolation to calculate time domain plane wave fields. A discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) is performed to obtain the plane wave frequency responses: 
 
 u(p,x,ω ) = Δτ U(p,x,τ )e− iωτ
τ=0
τmax
∑ ,   (3.29) 
 
where Δτ  is the vertical delay time sampling rate, and u(p,x,ω )  is the frequency 
response given a plane wave with ray-parameter p . Similar procedures were introduced 
to obtain wave field frequency responses for point sources (Furse, 2000; Nihei and Li, 
2007). Frequency domain plane wave Green’s function can be extracted by performing a 
simple division to u(p,x,ω )  with source frequency signature fs (ω ) . The following 
expression is used to ensure the stability of the process: 
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 G(p,x,ω ) ≈ u(p,x,ω ) fs*(ω ) / ( fs (ω ) fs*(ω )+ ε ),   (3.30) 
 
where fs*(ω )  is the complex conjugate of the source, and ε  is the small value to 
ensure the stability of the division. An example of a plane wave Green’s function will be 
shown in the numerical tests. 
Other options to construct frequency domain Green’s functions is solving the 
linear system of the Helmholtz equation (Marfurt 1984; Operto et al., 2002; Hustedt et 
al., 2004) or using the rapid expansion method (REM) frequency response modeling 
method (Chu and Stoffa 2012). 
 
3.6. FREQUENCY DOMAIN DPW RTM IN VTI MEDIA 
The proposed method can be implemented in the region that includes anisotropy. 
The REM in VTI media proposed by Pestana et al. (2012) and the frequency domain 
finite difference method in tilted transversely isotropic (TTI) media (Operto et al., 2009) 
can be used to compute plane wave Green’s function in VTI or TTI media, respectively. 
In this chapter, I implement the frequency domain DPW RTM in VTI media. As 
in the previous case, I perform the time marching to compute the plane wavefields in 
anisotropic media. After obtaining the time domain plane wavefields, plane wave Green’s 
functions are extracted. This procedure is described by equations (3.29) and (3.30). The 
time marching of plane wavefield in the VTI medium is implemented via the REM 
proposed by Pestana at el. (2012). The impulse responses in a homogenous VTI medium 




3.7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VERTICAL DELAY TIMES 
Figure 3.1 explains the reason for adding terms ps ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  and 
pr ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  into equation (3.20). As shown in Figure 3.1, we have a homogenous 




As shown in Figure 3.1, a ray initiated from s with ray-parameter ps  hits the 
diffractor x. A scattered ray with ray-parameter pr  and received by r is selected to form 
 
Figure 3.1. An illustration of a homogenous velocity model with raypath drawn. 
s = (sx , sy = 0, sz = 0)  is the source location, r = (rx ,ry = 0,rz = 0)  is the 
receiver location, x = (x, y = 0, z)  is the diffractor, xh = (xh , yh = 0, zh = 0)  
is the horizontal position of the diffractor, and xref = (xref , yref = 0, zref = 0)  
is the reference point for the DPW transform. ps = (psx ,0)  and 
pr = (prx ,0)  are ray- parameters for incident ray and received ray, 
respectively. a , ′a , b  and ′b  have geometrical meanings as shown in 
the figure. 
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a full raypath from the source to the receiver. Because the ray traveltime can be 
represented by the raypath, for the ray initiated from the source, vertical delay time 
τ xh (ps ,x)  and τ xref (ps ,x)  can be written as 
 
 τ xh (ps ,x) = tsx (s,x)− ps ⋅(s − xh ) = sx − sa = ax,  (3.31) 
 τ xref (ps ,x) = tsx (s,x)− ps ⋅(s − xref ) = sx − s ′a = ′a x,  (3.32) 
 
where tsx (s,x)  is the traveltime from s to x, xh  is the horizontal position of x, 
τ xh (ps ,x)  is the plane wave vertical delay time with xh  as the reference point, and 
τ xref (ps ,x)  is the plane wave vertical delay time with xref  as the reference point. 
According to Figure 3.1, τ xref (ps ,x)  can also be represented by 
 
 
τ xref (ps ,x) = ′a x
= sx − s ′a
= sx − sa − a ′a .
 (3.33) 
 
Substituting sx = tsx (s,x) , sa = ps ⋅(s − xh )  and a ′a = ps ⋅(xh − xref )  into 
equation (3.33), we have 
 
 τ xref (ps ,x) = tsx (s,x)− ps ⋅(s − xh )− ps ⋅(xh − xref ).  (3.34) 
 
Rearranging terms in equation (3.34), we obtain 
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 τ xref (ps ,x) = tsx (s,x)− ps ⋅(s − xref )+ ps ⋅(xh − xh ),  (3.35) 
 
where ps ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  is the term added into equation (3.20). This zero term is an 
important factor for getting vertical delay time of plane wave with respect to the 
horizontal position of the imaging point. 
Substituting tsx (s,x)− ps ⋅(s − xh ) = τ xh (ps ,x)  into equation (3.34), equation 
(3.34) becomes 
 
 τ xref (ps ,x) = τ xh (ps ,x)− ps ⋅(xh − xref ). (3.36) 
 
Equation (3.36) suggests that the vertical delay time with respect to xref  is the 
summation of vertical delay time with respect to xh  and a time correction term 
− ps ⋅(xh − xref ) . 
Following the above developments, for the ray received by receiver with ray-
parameter pr , we obtain 
 
 τ xref (pr ,x) = trx (r,x)− pr ⋅(r − xref )+ pr ⋅(xh − xh ),  (3.37) 
 
where pr ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  is the extra term. 
The above analysis also applies to 3D complex velocity models. This analysis is 
performed in the time domain. In the frequency domain, terms ps ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  and 
pr ⋅(xh − xh ) = 0  are added into the phase shift term in equation (3.20).  
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The above derivations are in 3D, while 2D examples will be shown in the next 
section. 
 
3.8. NUMERICAL TESTS 
3.8.1. Frequency domain DPW RTM example in isotropic media 
3.8.1.1. Three-layer model 
The simple three-layer velocity model shown in Figure 3.2 was used to 
demonstrate the DPW transform and the proposed DPW imaging condition. The model 
contained 200 horizontal grid points and 100 vertical grid points with a grid spacing of 
0.02 km in both x and z directions. The seismic dataset contained 200 shot gathers, each 
of which had 200 receivers. The DPW transform was performed using equation (3.26) 
with the slant stacking reference point at the middle of the model (i.e., xref  = 2 km). 
There were 241 ps  and 241 po  plane waves recovered from the original shot gathers, 
both plane waves ranged from -0.6 to +0.6 s/km. The corresponding DPW dataset 




Figure 3.3 shows three constant po  sections. In each of the three panels, there 
are two localized events recovered from the reflections from two different interfaces. 
There is also a hyperbolic event recovered from the diffraction energy. After performing 
DPW transform, plane waves with different incident angles at the surface were separated. 
Migration can be performed for selected ps  in a constant po  section to imaging 
interfaces with given dips. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. A simple velocity model used to demonstrate the DPW transform and the 
DPW imaging. The model was designed to have one flat interface, one 
dipping interface and a diffractor. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the opposite case of Figure 3.3, where ps  is constant for each 
panel with po  varying. Each panel is similar to the conventional τ − p  transform. 
Performing migration for selected range of po  in a constant ps  section can migrate the 
energy slant stacked into a ps  plane wave and achieve ray-parameter CIGs. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. The constant po  sections from the Ps-Po DPW dataset for the simple 
velocity model. Circles mark the two localized events. For all sections, ps  
is from -0.6 to + 0.6 s/km. po  = -0.2, 0.0 and + 0.2 s/km for each panel 
from left to right, respectively. 
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Frequency domain plane wave Green’s functions are required to migrate the DPW 
dataset. Figure 3.5 shows a frequency domain plane wave Green’s function at 11.25 Hz. 
The ray-parameter of the plane wave Green’s function is p = -0.3 s/km. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. The constant ps  sections from the Ps-Po for the simple velocity model. For 
each panel from left to right, ps = -0.2, 0.0 and + 0.2 s/km with all po  
plane waves ranging from -0.6 to + 0.6 s/km. 
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The time domain DPW dataset was transformed into frequency domain to 
perform the migration using equation (3.26). For the DPW dataset, 65 frequencies 
ranging from 5 to 25 Hz were used for migration. To obtain a desired subsurface image, 
 
 
Figure 3.5. a) The real part of a frequency domain plane wave Green’s function at 11. 
25 Hz with p = -0.3 s/km. b) The imaginary part of the same frequency 
domain plane wave Green’s function. 
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different combinations of the plane waves were migrated. Interfaces with different dips 
can be imaged independently for the entire velocity model by migrating a given range of 
plane wave components. 
Migration results using selected ranges of the DPW dataset are shown in Figure 
3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. The Laplacian filter was applied to the images to suppress back-
scattering artifacts. Figure 3.6 shows the image obtained by migrating 5 ps  plane waves 
ranging from -0.01 to +0.01 s/km and 31 po  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to +0.3 
s/km. The horizontal interface was well imaged, and some diffraction energy was 
migrated to build the image of the diffractor. The diffractor, which is marked by a black 
arrow, was poorly imaged due to the limited aperture of ps  plane waves used for 
migration. Figure 3.7 shows the migration result where po  used for migration had same 
ranges as in Figure 3.6, but ps  ranged from +0.17 to +0.19 s/km. The dipping interface 
was recovered. However, the diffractor was again imaged with low resolution. The 
aperture for ps  was increased to include all of the 241 ps  plane waves for migration, 
so that the resolution of the diffractor can be enhanced. The corresponding image and 
ray-parameter CIGs are shown in Figure 3.8 and 3.9, respectively. The diffractor and the 
interfaces were well recovered. Most of the horizons in Figure 3.9 are flat suggesting that 





Figure 3.6. The image obtained by migrating 31 po  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to 
+0.3 s/km with a 0.01 s/km interval and 5 ps  plane waves ranging from -




Figure 3.7. The image obtained by migrating 31 po  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to 
+0.3 s/km and 5 ps  plane waves ranging from +0.17 to +0.19 s/km. The 




Figure 3.8. The final image obtained by migrating 31 po  plane waves ranging from 
0.0 to +0.3 s/km and all 241 ps  plane waves. The diffractor point was 
imaged, as well as the two interfaces. 
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3.8.1.2. SEG/EAGE salt model 
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for a complex velocity 
model, I generated shot gathers for a 2D line (cf. Figure 3.10) extracted from the 
SEG/EAGE 3D salt model (Aminzadeh et al., 1997). The model had 675 horizontal grid 
points and 210 vertical grid points with a grid spacing of 0.02 km in both x and z 
directions. The seismic acquisition proceeded from left (x = 0.0 km) to right (x = 13.48 
km) simulating a land survey with receivers located on both sides of the source except for 
the first and last shot. The number of recording traces per shot was 675, and 675 shots 
were recorded with a 0.02 km shot spacing. 
 
 
Figure 3.9. The ray-parameter CIGs for the simple velocity model with 20 horizontal 
points increment. Each shown horizontal position contains 31 po  plane 
waves ranging from 0.0 to +0.3 s/km. 
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The DPW transform was carried out in the shot-offset coordinates with xref  = 
6.74 km. The shot records were transformed into 241 plane wave components for each set 
of plane waves (ps  and po  plane waves). Both ps  and po  were equally spaced 
from -0.6 to +0.6 s/km. The corresponding DPW domain contained 241× 241= 58081  
traces. 
The frequency domain DPW dataset was migrated using equation (3.26) with 101 
frequencies, which were equally spaced from 5 to 25 Hz. Two selected subsets of DPW 
dataset were migrated to image specific subsurface structures. The Laplacian filter was 
applied to the images to suppress the back-scattering artifacts. Figure 3.11 shows two 
subsets of the Ps-Po DPW dataset used for migration. In Figure 3.11a), there are 41 ps  
plane waves ranging from -0.1 to +0.1 s/km; in Figure 3.11b), there are 201 ps  plane 
waves ranging from -0.5 to +0.5 s/km. Both subsets have 31 po  plane waves ranging 
from 0.0 to +0.3 s/km. The image, shown in Figure 3.12, was obtained by migrating the 
 
Figure 3.10. The 2D line of SEG/EAGE salt model used for DPW migration. 
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DPW subset shown in Figure 3.11a). Parts of the corresponding CIGs are shown in 
Figure 3.13. Because a small part of the ps  plane waves around 0.0 s/km was used for 
migration, only nearly horizontal reflectors can be recovered. Images of salt flanks and 
other steep interfaces were missing. Nevertheless, migrating a small range of ps  plane 
waves is very efficient and CIGs can be generated. Those CIGs can be used as guidance 
for determining velocity. Therefore, images and CIGs can be obtained rapidly as updated 
velocity model is available. When more accurate velocity model becomes determined, 
more ps  plane wave can be migrated to enhance image resolution. The procedure is 
beneficial for migration velocity analysis. 
 
Figure 3.11. The selected DPW subsets for migration. a) 41 ps  plane wave components 
ranged -0.01 ~ +0.01 s/km were. b) 201 ps  plane wave components ranged 
-0.5 ~ +0.5 s/km. There are 31 po  plane wave ranges from 0.0 to +0.3 





Figure 3.12. The image obtained by migrating 31 po  plane waves equally spaced from 
0.0 to +0.3 s/km and 41 ps  plane waves equally spaced from -0.1 to +0.1 
s/km. 
 
Figure 3.13. The CIGs for salt model with 40 horizontal points increment. Each shown 
horizontal position contains 31 po  plane wave components ranging from 
0.0 to +0.3 s/km. ps  aperture used for migration is from -0.1 to +0.1 s/km. 
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The image shown in Figure 3.14 is the obtained by migrating the DPW subset 
shown in Figure 3.11b). Because more ps  plane wave components were included into 
the migration, almost all the reflectors can be imaged resulting in the increased spatial-
frequency resolution. Parts of its corresponding CIGs are shown in Figure 3.15. In Figure 
3.14 and 3.15, 201× 31= 6231  traces were used for migration. However, only 261 
plane wave Green’s functions were constructed and used for migrating both ps  and po  
plane waves. It requires much less computation for Green’s functions than that for 








3.8.2. Frequency domain DPW RTM example in VTI media 
3.8.2.1. Impulse response in a homogenous VTI medium 
A simple homogenous VTI model with v = 2 km/s , ε  = 0.24 and δ  = 0.1 was 
selected to test the impulse response of the frequency domain DPW RTM in a VTI 
media. There were 200 horizontal points and 100 vertical points with an interval of 0.02 
km in both directions. The upper left corner is set to be the origin as shown in Figure 
3.16. There was only one shot located at s(sx = 3 km,  sz = 0 km)  with one band-limited 
impulse at the zero offset. The gather was then decomposed into a Ps-Pr DPW dataset 
with 101 ps  and 101 pr  plane waves. Each set of plane wave was equally spaced 
between -0.5 to 0.5 s/km. The shot gather was first migrated using the shot profile RTM 
in VTI media. The corresponding image is shown in Figure 3.16. 
 
 
Figure 3.15. The CIGs for salt model with 40 horizontal points increment. Each shown 
horizontal position contains 31 po  plane wave components ranging from 
0.0 to +0.3 s/km. 201 ps  plane waves were used for migration. Most of the 




Then DPW RTM was performed with different parts of the DPW dataset using 
equation (3.25) to generate migration results shown in Figure 3.17 to 3.21. The subsets of 
the original DPW dataset used to generate those images are listed in Table 3.1. 
 
 Figure 3.17 Figure 3.18 Figure 3.19 Figure 3.20 Figure 3.21 
ps  range 
(s/km) 0.0 0.0 -0.4 ~ 0.0 -0.5 ~ 0.0 -0.5 ~ 0.5 
pr  range 
(s/km) 0.0 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 -0.5 ~ 0.5 
Table 3.1. The subsets of the DPW dataset used to test the impulse response of the 
frequency domain DPW RTM. 
The image shown in Figure 3.17 was generated by migrating only one DPW trace 
where ps  and pr  were both equal 0.0 s/km. A horizontal event was imaged, and it 
coincide with the horizontal portion of the image shown in Figure 3.16. Because only one 
trace was migrated, the obtained image only partially corresponded to the impulse 
 
Figure 3.16. The impulse response of the shot profile RTM. 
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response of the shot profile RTM. The other parts of the image are regarded as migration 
artifacts pointed out by the arrows. The image shown in Figure 3.18 was generated by 
migrating a constant ps  profile where ps  = 0.0 s/km and pr  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km. The 
image is a hyperbola that does not have the horizontal artifacts. The wings of the 
horizontal event shown in Figure 3.17 were canceled by including more pr  plane waves 
into the migration. However, the hyperbola is not kinematically equal to the impulse 
response of the shot profile RTM. The wings of the hyperbola, indicated by arrows in 




Figure 3.17. The impulse response obtained by migrating one trace from the DPW 
dataset where both ps  and pr  were equal to 0.0 s/km. 
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Including more ps  plane wave into the migration, I obtained images shown in 
Figure 3.19 and 3.20. 41 ps  plane waves ranging from 0.0 to 0.4 s/km and 51 ps  plane 
waves ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 s/km were used to generate the results shown in Figure 
3.19 and 3.20, respectively. In both cases, pr  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km were used for migration. 
Because more ps  plane waves were used for migration, the images were getting close to 
the impulse response shown in Figure 3.16. However, there are small amount of 
migration energy indicated by arrows cannot be cancelled during the migration. Figure 
3.21 shows the migration result where all traces from the DPW dataset were migrated. 
The image has the same shape as the impulse response of shot profile RTM shown in 
Figure 3.16, suggesting that the proposed frequency domain DPW RTM is kinematically 
identical to the shot profile RTM in VTI media if all plane waves are migrated. 
 
 
Figure 3.18. The impulse response obtained by migrating a constant ps  profile where 




Figure 3.19. The impulse response obtained by migrating 41 ps  plane waves ranging 
from -0.4 to 0.0 s/km and 101 pr  plane waves ranging from -0.5 to 0.5 
s/km. 
 
Figure 3.20. The impulse response obtained by migrating 51 ps  plane waves ranging 





3.8.2.2. Hess VTI model 
The Hess VTI model was chosen to demonstrate the proposed method in a 
complex VTI medium. The model and the shot gathers were from the Hess VTI synthetic 
datasets (Liu and Morton 2006). The models are shown in Figure 3.22, 3.23 and 3.24. 
The original Hess VTI model was subsampled into 730 horizontal grid points and 250 
vertical grid points. Grid spacing for Δx and Δz were both 0.03048 km. The seismic 
acquisition proceeded from right to left, simulating a marine survey with receivers 
located on the right sides of each source. The DPW transform was carried out in the shot-
receiver coordinates with the slant stacking reference point at the middle of the model (
xref  = 11.125 km). The original shot gathers were decomposed into 241 ps  plane 
 
Figure 3.21. The impulse response obtained by migration all traces from the DPW 
dataset. Except for some small amount of artifacts indicated by black 
arrows, the image has the same shape with the impulse response of the shot 
profile RTM. 
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waves and 241 pr  plane waves with both ray-parameters ranging from -0.6 s/km to 0.6 










Figure 3.23. The δ  model (Provided courtesy of the HESS Corporation, Liu and 
Morton 2006). 
 
Figure 3.24. The ε  model (Provided courtesy of the HESS Corporation, Liu and 
Morton 2006). 
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Three DPW subsets from the original DPW dataset were chosen to generate 
images shown in Figure 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27. The ranges of the three DPW subsets are 
shown in Table 3.2. In all three cases, the sampling intervals for ps  and pr  were 0.005 
and 0.01 s/km, respectively. Equation (3.25) was used to perform the frequency domain 
DPW RTM. 
 
 Figure 3.25 Figure 3.26 Figure 3.27 
ps  range (s/km) -0.2 ~ 0.2 s/km -0.3 ~ 0.3 s/km -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km 
pr  range (s/km) -0.2 ~ 0.2 s/km -0.3 ~ 0.3 s/km -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km 
 


























Figure 3.25. The image obtained by migrating 81 ps  plane waves and 41 pr  plane 













Figure 3.26. The image obtained by migrating 121 ps  plane waves and 61 pr  plane 













Figure 3.27. The image obtained by migrating 241 ps  plane waves and 121 pr  plane 
waves. ps  and pr  both ranged -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km. 
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The salt body and the faults on the right part of the model, indicated by arrows in 
Figure 3.25, 3.26 and 3.27, became better defined as increasing the aperture for ps  and 
pr . Migrating a subset of the original DPW dataset is very efficient. Only 61, 121 and 
241 plane wave Green’s functions were constructed to generate images shown in Figure 
3.25, 3.26 and 3.27, respectively. 
The ray-parameter CIGs shown in Figure 3.28 were generated by migrating 241 
ps  and 121 pr  plane waves. As discussed in the Chapter 2, staging over ps  and pr  
aperture might be a useful tool for the migration velocity and the anisotropic parameter 
analyses. 
 
Figure 3.28. The ray-parameter CIGs for the Hess model. Each shown horizontal position 
contains 121 pr  plane waves ranging from -0.6 to 0.6 s/km. 241 ps  plane 
waves were used for migration. Most of the events in CIGs are flat 
suggesting that correct models were used for migration. 
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For the DPW data in the frequency domain, shot gathers are completely 
decomposed from s, r and time into ps , pr  or po  plane waves and frequencies. Any 
part of the fully decomposed DPW data can be selected for migration, which makes the 
algorithm highly flexible. Images with good resolution can be obtained by migrating a 




In this chapter, I briefly reviewed the DPW-based RTMs in the time and 
frequency domains. Based on the Born approximation, I derived the imaging conditions 
for the frequency domain DPW RTM. There are several advantages of the frequency 
domain DPW RTM. First, only a limited number of plane wave Green’s functions needs 
to be construct to obtain images with reasonable resolutions, which considerably 
increases the migration efficiency. Secondly, the method is highly flexible. Frequencies 
and plane wave components can be migrated independently. Migrating all the frequencies 
and plane wave components is not necessary if one only wants to image subsurface 
structures with specific dipping angles. Thirdly, ray-parameter CIGs can be easily 
obtained after the migration. Additionally, gradually increasing the aperture for plane 
waves can be used to obtain trial images and CIGs promptly. It can speed up the velocity 
updating process substantially, which makes the DPW imaging a powerful tool for the 
velocity analysis. Finally, the frequency domain DPW RTM can easily be extended to 
include anisotropy by constructing the frequency domain plane wave Green’s functions 
in anisotropic media. 
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Chapter 4: Reciprocity and Double Plane Wave Migration 
 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Migration efficiency can be improved by implementing plane wave migration 
techniques (Whitmore 1995; Liu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006; Stoffa 
et al., 2006; Zhao, Sen, et al., 2014; Zhao, Stoffa, et al., 2014). High quality slant stacked 
plane wave data are required to perform optimal plane wave migration method. Modern 
marine seismic acquisition is predominantly one-sided but with appropriate source and 
receiver spatial resolution so that plane wave data can be constructed with minimal 
transform artifacts. 
Marine seismic data acquired with common source (shot) geometry are usually 
reorganized into common receiver gathers and then slant stacked to produce plane wave 
datasets in order to perform traditional plane wave migration methods (Whitmore 1995; 
Liu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006). When one-sided gathers are 
transformed into the plane wave domain, most plane wave energy appears in the positive 
ray-parameter sections (Liu et al., 2004). Useful signal might also appear in negative the 
ray-parameter sections because of complex subsurface structures. Unfortunately, artifacts 
generated during slant stacking procedures often dominate negative ray-parameter 
sections due to the original one-sided gathers and limited acquisition aperture. Migrating 
such negative ray-parameter sections produces noisy images with low resolution (Liu et 
al., 2004).  Consequentially, the reciprocity principle was invoked to collect split-spread 
gathers, so that high quality plane wave sections can be produced by slant stacking these 
split-spread gathers collected from one-sided gathers (Liu et al., 2004). Images with 
improved resolution can be generated using these more complete plane wave sections 
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since more viewing angles of the subsurface are sampled. Obtaining such plane wave 
datasets is crucial to successfully implementing traditional plane wave migration 
methods. 
The aforementioned problems for traditional plane wave migration exist in double 
plane wave (DPW) migration methods: one-sided gathers cannot recover plane wave 
energy in both positive and negative ray-parameter sections, and artifacts can be 
generated as a result of missing reflections in the original one-sided gathers. Therefore, 
one-sided gathers do not honor the optimal implementation of the DPW migration. 
Seifoullaev et al. (2005) employed the reciprocity principle for one-sided gathers to 
generate an optimal DPW dataset, known as the reciprocal DPW dataset, where seismic 
energy is recovered in both positive and negative ray-parameter sections. The method is 
straightforward and it avoids assumptions about source and receiver locations to form 
split-spread gathers. 
In this chapter, I investigate a new application for the reciprocity principle that 
can obtain optimal DPW datasets from one-sided gathers. The proposed method merges 
two DPW datasets so that both positive and negative ray-parameter plane waves are 
recovered from one-sided gathers. It is faster than the method proposed by Seifoullaev et 
al. (2005). I show that a merged DPW dataset is also a reciprocal DPW dataset, and it is a 
very good approximation to a DPW dataset transformed from split-spread gathers with 
the same acquisition aperture. I also demonstrate that the number of DPW traces needed 
for the DPW RTM can be reduced by half using the reciprocity principle. Therefore, 
DPW RTM efficiency can be increased while all possible viewing angles in the acquired 
data can still be imaged. 
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4.2. RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLE 
Under the acoustic assumption, the reciprocity principle can be intuitively stated 
as the same seismic response should be obtained if source and receiver locations are 
interchanged. From the plane wave perspective, when source and receiver locations are 
interchanged, the source and receiver ray-parameters are interchanged as well. Figure 4.1 
illustrates the reciprocity principle. In Figure 4.1a), a ray initiated at the source location 
 with a ray-parameter  hits the diffractor  and bounces to the receiver at 
location  with a ray-parameter . Because of the reciprocity principle, the same 
raypath can be achieved when source and receiver locations are interchanged, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1b). A ray initiated at the source location  with a ray-parameter 
 hits the diffractor at  and bounces to the surface at the receiver location  with 








Figure 4.1. a) Simple geometry showing a ray that initiates at a source location s0  and 
arrives at a receiver location r0 . b) Considering the reciprocity principle, 
when the original receiver location r0  becomes the new source location 
′s0 , and the original source location s0  becomes the new receiver location 
′r0  (i.e., ′s0 = r0  and ′r0 = s0 ), ′ps0  is the same as pr0 , and ′pr0  is the 
same as ps0  (i.e., ′ps0 = pr0  and ′pr0 = ps0 ). 
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Under the ideal acquisition conditions and acoustic assumption, theoretical point 
sources are excited and point receivers are used to record seismic data without converted 
waves. Therefore utilizing the reciprocity principle will be straightforward.  In practices, 
however, such theoretical point sources and receivers might not be available, and 
converted waves might be recorded. Therefore, appropriate pre-processing jobs are 
necessary to reduce those problems. The arguments below are based on the theoretical 
point source and point receiver that are not available in real seismic acquisitions. But if 
the pre-processing jobs are implemented correctly, we can obtain seismic data that are 
close enough to the teoratical wave behavior. 
 
4.3. UTILIZING THE RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLE FOR THE DPW TRANSFORM 
As introduced in the Chapter 1, simultaneously slant stacking over  and  
transforms seismic data into a coupled ray-parameter domain, known as the DPW 
domain. The corresponding double slant stacking process is called the DPW transform 
(Tatalovic et al., 1991b; Fokkema and van den Berg 1992; Stoffa et al., 2006), which can 
be written as 
 
  P(ps ,pr ,ω ) = P(s,r,ω )exp(−iω[ps ⋅(s− x ref )+ pr ⋅(r − x ref )])dsdr∫∫ ,  (4.1) 
 
where  P(ps ,pr ,ω )  is a DPW dataset. The DPW domain is a pure plane wave domain. 
By performing the DPW transform, seismic data are fully decomposed into ps  and pr  
plane waves. The trace in the DPW domain is indexed by ps  and pr , suggesting that a 
receiver plane wave arriving at the surface with a ray-parameter pr  is introduced by a 
source plane wave initiated at the surface with a ray-parameter ps . 
s r
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In 2D cases, a DPW dataset is a 3D volume. In 3D cases, a DPW dataset becomes 
a 5D volume. Although all derivations are in 3D, 2D examples will be demonstrated. 2D 
shot gathers arranged in the source-receiver coordinates are shown in Figure 4.2. 
Illustrations of the corresponding transformed DPW dataset and its horizontal plane 
obtained from the 2D gathers are shown in Figure 4.3. For brevity, I use Ps-Pr to 
represent the DPW transformed  dataset. 
 
 
 P(ps ,pr ,ω )
 
Figure 4.2. An illustration of shot gathers arranged in the source-receiver coordinates. 
According to the illustration, we have both positive and negative values for 
s , r , ps  and pr . 
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A DPW dataset is optimal when plane wave energy appears in both the positive 
and negative ray-parameter sections for ps  and pr  plane waves so that plane waves 
arriving at the surface from all angles are captured. However, current marine seismic 
acquisition systems using towed streamers produce one-sided seismic gathers that cannot 
be used directly to generate such an optimal DPW dataset. Performing the DPW 
transform for one-sided gathers generates plane wave energy mostly in positive  and 
negative  sections. The corresponding DPW dataset is called the non-reciprocal DPW 
dataset. Because subsurface structures can be complex, some plane wave energy might be 
mapped into negative  and positive  sections. Often, those useful information is 
masked by strong stacking artifacts, which are generated by slant stacking of missing 





Figure 4.3. a) An illustration of a Ps-Pr dataset volume transformed from the 2D gathers 
shown in Figure 4.2. Vertical axis can be ω  or τ  depending upon the 
domain of the dataset. Two horizontal axes are ps  and pr , respectively. b) 
An illustration of the horizontal plane of the Ps-Pr dataset. 
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expected to be noisy. However, it is not appropriate to exclude those sections from 
migration if we want to migrate all seismic energy and generate properly represented ray-
parameter common image gathers (CIGs) where horizons appear in both negative and 
positive . Studies (Seifoullaev et al., 2005) were carried out to produce optimal DPW 
dataset by utilizing the reciprocity principle. 
 
4.4. RECIPROCAL DPW TRANSFORM METHOD 
As previously discussed, given the reciprocity principle,  and  are 
interchangeable, so are  and . As a result, if seismic data is acquired under ideal 
acquisition conditions or appropriate preprocessing is performed, the shot gather DPW 
transform is equivalent to the receiver gather DPW transform with  and  
interchanged. Seifoullaev et al. (2005) defined the receiver gather DPW transform as 
 
  PR(pr ,ps ,ω ) = PR(r,s,ω )exp(−iω[pr ⋅(r − x ref )+ ps ⋅(s− x ref )])dr ds∫∫ ,  (4.2) 
 
where  is the receiver gather and  is the receiver gather DPW 
transformed DPW dataset. Employing the reciprocity principle (Seifoullaev et al., 2005), 
 and  can be interchanged, and equation (4.2) becomes 
 
  PR(ps ,pr ,ω ) = PR(r,s,ω )exp(−iω[ps ⋅(r − x ref )+ pr ⋅(s− x ref )])dr ds∫∫ .  (4.3) 
 
Because seismic data is invariant,  is identical to . 
Equations (4.1) and (4.3) can be combined to achieve (Seifoullaev et al., 2005) 
pr
s r
 ps  pr
 ps  pr
 PR(r,s,ω )  PR(pr ,ps ,ω )
 ps  pr





P(ps ,pr ,ω ) = P(s,r,ω ){exp(−iω[ps ⋅(s− x ref )+ pr ⋅(r − x ref )])∫∫
+exp(−iω[ps ⋅(r − x ref )+ pr ⋅(s− x ref )])}dsdr.
 (4.4) 
 
Equation (4.4) indicates that an  can be treated as an  during the slant 
stacking procedure, and vice versa. And an additional phase shift term, (i.e., second 
exponential term), is introduced to utilize the reciprocity principle. Implementing 
equation (4.4) can generate an optimal DPW dataset with plane wave energy in both 
positive and negative  and  sections. With the reciprocity principle, split-spread 
seismic gathers do not need to be physically collected. That avoids the difficulty 
associated with locating  and  being at irregular or even random intervals 
(Seifoullaev et al., 2005). We call equation (4.4) the reciprocal DPW transform and the 
corresponding optimal DPW dataset the reciprocal DPW dataset. 
 
4.5. MERGING METHOD – AN ALTERNATIVE 
Taking reciprocity into account in the DPW transform is shown to be 
straightforward, easy and effective with equation (4.4). However, directly implementing 
this approach requires doubling the computational cost compared to implementing 
equation (4.1). I propose a new strategy based on the reciprocity principle to generate a 
reciprocal DPW dataset with little extra cost. 
Because of the reciprocity principle,  and  are interchangeable, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1. Therefore, a  section in the DPW dataset can be viewed as a 
 section, and vice versa. Figure 4.4 illustrates the horizontal plane of a DPW dataset 
with a constant  and a constant  profile. In Figure 4.4, the horizontal dashed line 
s r







indicates a constant  profile, and the vertical dashed line indicates a constant  
profile. Applying the reciprocity principle, the vertical dashed line can be regarded as a 
constant  profile instead. As a result, the two profiles indicated by the vertical and the 
horizontal dash line share the same  value and the same  range. The two profiles 
can be added together to generate a merged  profile. As previously discussed, the 
DPW dataset obtained from one-sided gathers has most energy in positive  and 
negative  sections. Using the reciprocity principle, the same DPW dataset can be 
viewed as a DPW dataset that has the energy dominant in negative  and positive  
sections. Therefore, the merged  profile contains plane wave energy appears in both 
negative and positive  sections. A reciprocal DPW dataset can be obtained by 
repeating the merging procedure for all  profiles in the non-reciprocal DPW dataset. 
The merged reciprocal DPW dataset is an optimal DPW dataset with plane wave energy 
in both positive and negative sections of both  and  plane waves. This procedure 
is called the merging method. The merging method is simple, and only little extra work is 
needed compare to implementing equation (4.4). Examples of a non-reciprocal DPW 
dataset and a merged reciprocal DPW dataset are shown in the numerical tests section. 















4.6. UTILIZING THE RECIPROCITY PRINCIPLE FOR THE DPW RTM 
Using the two previous discussed methods, a reciprocal DPW dataset with plane 
wave energy in both positive and negative both  and  sections can be easiliy 
obtained. The reciprocal DPW dataset can be used in the DPW RTM to generate properly 
represented ray-parameter CIGs with seismic horizons in both negative and positive  
sections. The migration efficiency of the DPW RTM can be increased by employing the 
reciprocity principle. 
As introduced in the previous chapter, the imaging condition for DPW RTM in 





Figure 4.4. An illustration of a horizontal plane of the DPW dataset. The ps  and pr  
sections are interchangeable given the reciprocity principle. 
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I(x) = Re( ω
6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )∫∫
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdprdω ).
 (4.5) 
 
where the superscript represent the complex conjugate of a complex number, c(x)  is the 
velocity, fs (ω )  is the frequency source, G(ps ,x,ω )  and G(pr ,x,ω )  are source and 
receiver plane wave Green’s functions, respectively, P(ps ,pr ,ω )  is the DPW dataset, 
and xh  is the horizontal location of the subsurface imaging point x . An image can be 
obtained by taking the real part of the right-hand side of equation (4.5). Equation (4.5) is 




I(x,ps ,pr ) = Re(
ω 6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dω ).
 (4.6) 
 
where I(x,ps ,pr )  is the image obtained from one Ps-Pr trace. 
According to Figure 4.1, the same raypath can be achieved by interchanging  
and pr . Therefore, the image I(x,ps ,pr )  obtained by migrating a Ps-Pr trace 
P(ps ,pr ,ω )  is expected to be the same as the image I(x,pr ,ps )  obtained by migrating 
a Ps-Pr trace P(pr ,ps ,ω ) . The two traces are called reciprocal traces. For example, the 
trace with ps  (pxs = 0.2 s/km,  pys = 0.0 s/km),  pr  (prx = 0.4 s/km,  pry = 0.0 s/km) and 
the trace with ps  (pxs = 0.4 s/km,  pys = 0.0 s/km),  pr  (prx = 0.2 s/km,  pry = 0.0 s/km)  
are reciprocal traces, and the images obtained from those two traces are expected to be 
identical. Typically, a great number of DPW traces need to be migrated to generate high-
ps
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resolution images. So for one-sided seismic data, we first construct a reciprocal DPW 
dataset using either of the above methods. Then using the reciprocity principle for this 
DPW dataset, only half of these traces need to be migrated explicitly. Therefore, the 
computational cost is reduced, and images and CIGs of the same quality can be obtained. 
Migrations results with and without utilizing the reciprocity principle will be 
demonstrated in the numerical tests section. 
 
4.7. NUMERICAL TESTS 
A 2D line, as shown in Figure 4.5, from the 3D SEG/EAGE salt model 
(Aminzadeh et al., 1997) was used to demonstrate the proposed methods. There were 675 
horizontal and 210 vertical grid points with 0.02 km intervals in both directions. Source 
and receiver intervals were both 0.02 km. Two methods were implemented to obtain the 
reciprocal DPW dataset from the one-sided acquisition geometry. The reciprocity 
principle was applied to the DPW RTM to generate images. It can be shown that the 
reciprocity principle helps to reduce computational cost of the DPW RTM. 
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4.7.1. The one-sided transformed DPW dataset vs. the reciprocal DPW dataset 
A marine towed streamer acquisition experiment was conducted to produce one-
sided shot gathers. The acquisition proceeded from left to right with a maximum of 50 
receivers towed on the left of each source location. The maximum offset was 1 km, given 
a 0.02 km receiver interval. The DPW transform using equation (4.1) was performed to 
generate a non-reciprocal DPW dataset without using the reciprocity principle. All shot 
gathers were decomposed into 241  and 241  plane waves. Each set of plane 
waves were equally spaced between -0.6 and 0.6 s/km. Several constant  and  
profiles from the DPW dataset are shown in Figure 4.6. As expected, most of plane wave 
energy was in the positive  and negative  plane wave sections due to the one-






Figure 4.5. The 2D line from the SEG/EAGE salt model. 
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The reciprocal DPW transform and the merging method were then implemented 
to obtain two reciprocal DPW datasets, where the same  and  settings were 
maintained. Constant  and  profiles from the two reciprocal DPW datasets 
obtained by the reciprocal DPW transform and by the merging method are shown in 
Figure 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. In both datasets, plane wave energy was recovered for 






Figure 4.6. a) Five constant pr  profiles, where pr  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km 
 ps = -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km in each profile. b) Five constant ps  profiles, where 
ps  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km. pr = -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km in each profile. 
The maximum offset of the one-sided gathers was 1 km. 
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reciprocal DPW datasets generated by the two methods was less than 1e-7, as expected, 




Figure 4.7. Five constant pr  profiles transformed from the one-sided gathers by the 
reciprocal DPW transform where pr  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km.  ps= -0.6 ~ 0.6 s/km in each profile. The maximum offset of the one-sided 
gathers was 1 km. 
 
Figure 4.8. Five constant pr  profiles transformed by the one-sided gathers by the 
merging method where pr  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km.  ps = -0.6 ~ 
0.6 s/km in each profile. The maximum offset of the one-sided gathers was 
1 km. 
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For comparison, a split-spread acquisition experiment was conducted, which was 
acquired as split-spread shot gathers where the shot number and the interval were same as 
the previous one-sided acquisition experiment. A maximum of 100 receivers were 
deployed, and the maximum offset of the split-spread geometry was 1 km. The DPW 
transform was performed using equation (4.1) with the same  and  settings as in 
previous cases. Selected constant  profiles from the corresponding DPW dataset are 
shown in Figure 4.9. Profiles shown in Figure 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 are visually the same, 
indicating that the two reciprocal DPW datasets transformed from the one-sided 
acquisition geometry were very good approximations to that transformed from the split-
spread acquisition geometry. 
 
 
Because reciprocal DPW datasets have recovered plane wave energy for all  






Figure 4.9. Five constant pr  profiles, transformed from the split-spread gathers using 
equation (4.1), where pr  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km.  ps = -0.6 ~ 0.6 
s/km in each profile. The maximum offset of the one-sided gathers was 1 
km. 
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parameter CIGs with seismic horizons in both positive and negative  sections. 201 
 and 201  plane waves from the non-reciprocal DPW dataset and the reciprocal 
DPW dataset obtained by the merging method were selected to perform the DPW RTM. 
CIGs shown in Figure 4.10a) were obtained by migrating the non-reciprocal DPW 
dataset. Since the true velocity model was used for migration, horizontal events in CIGs 
across  were expected. However, due to the missing positive  energy in the non-
reciprocal DPW dataset, events in Figure 4.10a) were not flat across the . Horizontal 
events were truncated and titled downward when  was slightly greater than 0.0 s/km. 
On the contrary, CIGs shown in Figure 4.10b), which were obtained by migrating the 
reciprocal DPW dataset, had horizontal events across all  ranges. Stacking CIGs with 
horizontal events on both positive and negative  sections produced images with 
higher resolution. In both cases, 40401 DPW traces were used for migration. However, 
the reciprocal DPW dataset helped to generate CIGs with higher quality events, which 











Using the reciprocity principle, one-sided shot gathers can be transformed into an 
optimal reciprocal DPW dataset, so that plane wave energy is obtained in both positive 
and negative  and  sections. The reciprocal DPW dataset transformed from one-
sided shot gathers approximates the DPW dataset transformed from split-spread shot 
gathers well, both of which have the same maximum offset. Notably, a one-sided 
acquisition geometry only requires half of the acquisition receivers comparing with a 
split-spread acquisition geometry. Therefore, given a fixed receiver array length, a one-
ps pr
 
Figure 4.10. CIGs obtained by migrating a) non-reciprocal DPW dataset and b) merged 
reciprocal DPW dataset. Energy appears on both positive and negative ray-
parameter sections in b). 
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sided acquisition geometry can encompass larger maximum offsets (positive and negative 
offsets included), and acquire more seismic information because of those larger offsets 
compared to a split-spread acquisition geometry. Then the reciprocity principle can be 
utilized to form a reciprocal DPW dataset transformed from these one-sided gathers, with 
even more viewing angles of the subsurface. This approach may benefit the design of 
acquisition surveys: given a fixed and limited receiver array, we can obtain more seismic 
information and increase the acquisition efficiency by using a one-sided acquisition 
geometry and we do not require the limiting assumptions of common midpoint 
processing. 
To illustrate this observation, another one-sided marine seismic acquisition 
experiment was conducted where the acquisition also proceeded from left to right, but 
with a maximum of 100 receivers towed on the left of each source location. Therefore, 
the maximum offset was 2 km, given the 0.02 km receiver interval. Then, shot gathers 
were transformed to a reciprocal DPW dataset with the merging method. The new 
reciprocal DPW dataset had the same  and  settings as previous cases. Selected 
constant  profiles from the new reciprocal DPW dataset are shown in Figure 4.11. 
Comparing with constant  profile shown in Figure 4.9 where the DPW dataset was 
transformed from the split-spread gathers with 1 km maximum offset, constant  
profiles shown in Figure 4.11 contained more energy for large  values at large  
sections. To illustrate this point, the DPW dataset transformed was subtracted from the 
split-spread gathers from the new reciprocal DPW dataset and obtained a difference-
DPW dataset. Selected constant  profiles from the difference-DPW dataset are shown 
in Figure 4.12, which have the same ray-parameter settings as in Figure 4.8 and 4.9. The 
differences between the two DPW dataset clearly suggest that, more subsurface 











As shown in Figure 4.12, using larger acquisition aperture with the same number 
of receivers, we obtained more energy for both small and large ps  and pr  values. 
 
Figure 4.11. Five constant pr  profiles transformed by the one-sided gathers by the 
merging method where pr  = -0.4, -0.2, 0.0, 0.2 and 0.4 s/km ps  =-0.6 ~ 
0.6 s/km in each profile. The maximum offset of the one-sided gathers was 
2 km. 
 
Figure 4.12. The differences between constant ps  profiles shown in Figure 4.9 and 
those shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Because plane waves with larger ray-parameter have a shallower penetration depth, deep 
events are illuminated mainly by plane wave with small ray-parameters. Therefore, 
obtaining more energy for small ps  and pr  plane waves is beneficial to image deep 
structures 
Images shown in Figure 4.13a) and 4.13b) were generated using the DPW 
datasets generated from split-spread gathers and the new reciprocal DPW dataset, 
respectively.  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km and  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km were used to obtain both 
images. Because we acquired more seismic energy for small ps  and pr  values at 
larger offsets, horizontal interfaces and a fault, indicated by arrows, beneath the salt 






Figure 4.13. a) An image obtained by migrating the DPW dataset transformed from the 
split-spread gathers where the maximum offset was 1 km. b) An image 
obtained by migrating the DPW dataset transformed from the one-sided 
gathers where the maximum offset was 2 km. The same range of plane 
waves were used for migration in both cases. 
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4.7.2. Utilizing the reciprocity principle for the DPW RTM 
As a result of the reciprocity principle, given a pair of  and , the image 
obtained by migrating the DPW trace  is equivalent to the image obtained 
by migrating the DPW trace . Two traces from the reciprocal DPW dataset 
were selected to perform DPW RTM. The first trace was  and 
, and the second one was  and . The two 
traces are reciprocal. Images shown in Figure 4.14 are migration results for the trace ps  
= 0.1 s/km, pr  = -0.1 s/km and the trace ps  = -0.1 s/km, pr  = 0.1 s/km, respectively. 
The two images are almost identical due to the reciprocity principle. 
 
ps pr
P(ps ,pr ,ω )
P(pr ,ps ,ω )
ps =  0.1 s/km
pr =  -0.1 s/km ps =  -0.1 s/km pr =  0.1 s/km
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Combinations of  and  were migrated to show the impact of the 
reciprocity on the DPW RTM. Figure 4.15 shows the horizontal plane of a DPW dataset 




Figure 4.14. a) An image obtained by migrating the trace that ps  = 0.1 s/km, pr  = -0.1 
s/km. b) An image obtained by migrating the trace that ps  = -0.1 s/km, pr  
= 0.1 s/km. 
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the DPW traces within the shadowed lower triangular area, and the red squared area, 
respectively. Traces inside area B were  and . 
The number of traces inside area A was half of those inside area B. Images generated by 
migrating DPW traces inside areas A and B are shown in Figure 4.16a) and 4.16b), 
respectively. A reciprocal DPW dataset was used for migration. The two images are 
visually identical. However, since half of the plane wave energy was omitted for 
migration to generate the image shown in Figure 4.16a), we were not able to build ray-
parameter CIGs with horizons for all ray-parameters. This is demonstrated by selected 
CIGs shown in Figure 4.17 where only DPW traces within area A were used for 
migration. Horizons in only negative  were built due to omitting plane wave energy 
where  for migration. 
 




Figure 4.15. The horizontal plane of the DPW dataset. The red squared area is labeled by 
letter B where ps  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km and pr  = -0.5 ~ 0.5 s/km. The 
shadowed triangular is labeled by letter A where ps > pr . The diagonal line 






Figure 4.16. a) An image obtained by migrating DPW traces inside area A in Figure 4.15. 
b) An image obtained by migrating DPW traces inside area B Figure 4.15. 
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Migrating DPW traces within area A with the reciprocity applied generated the 
image shown in Figure 4.18. The image is visually identical to the image shown in Figure 
4.16b) where all traces within area B were used migrated. However, utilizing the 
reciprocity principle, the number of DPW traces used for migration was reduced by half, 
hence, the increase in migration efficiency. Selected CIGs shown in Figure 4.19a) and 
4.18b) were obtained by migrating DPW traces labeled by A and B, respectively. The 
reciprocity principle was used to generate Figure 4.19a). The two selected CIGs show 
very similar pattern. Comparing with the CIGs shown in Figure 4.17, the CIGs shown in 
Figure 4.19a) had continuous horizons across all pr  as if all the DPW traces in the 

















Figure 4.18. An image obtained by migrating DPW traces within area B in Figure 4.15. 




In this chapter, the use of the reciprocity principle in obtaining an optimal DPW 
dataset was investigated, so that plane energy in both positive and negative  and  
sections can be recovered. An easy and efficient way to generate optimal reciprocal DPW 
datasets from one-sided gathers was proposed. I demonstrated that the reciprocal DPW 




Figure 4.19. Selected CIGs obtained by migrating the merged reciprocal DPW dataset. a) 
DPW traces within area A in Figure 4.15 were used for migration. The 
reciprocity principle was applied for the DPW RTM. b) DPW traces within 
area B in Figure 4.15 were used for migration. 
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transformed from split-spread gathers given the same maximum acquisition aperture. I 
showed that for a fixed number of receivers, a one-sided acquisition geometry is 
preferred over a split-spread geometry, because longer acquisition aperture can be 
achieved to acquire more seismic information. The split-spread information can be 
obtained using the reciprocity principle for the DPW dataset. Utilizing the reciprocity 
principle, the efficiency of the DPW RTM can be improved by reducing the number of 




Chapter 5: Double Plane Wave Least Squares Reverse Time Migration 
 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Seismic migration technique is critical in recovering subsurface structures. Given 
a seismic dataset and subsurface models, performing migration can produce subsurface 
images with location and amplitude information. The obtained images can be used to 
predict seismic data by the seismic modeling technique. Comparing the predicted data 
with the observed data, we can verify our original models. The migration and the 
modeling techniques are essentially multidimensional filtering processes, which were 
recognized to have errors due to inadequacies in the data (Nemeth et al., 1999) or the 
digital implementation (e.g. finite filter lengths or bandwidth limitations in space or time 
for the filter and the data). The errors that generated by the filtering processes can be 
reduced if we minimize the misfit between the predicted data and the observed data. The 
most commonly used measure to minimize the misfit is the least error energy filter, 
which is known as the least squares migration (Schuster 1993). 
The least squares migration (Schuster 1993; Nemeth et al., 1999) has been 
successfully implemented to obtain images with high resolution, accurate reflectivity and 
reduced migration noises. Those images are more readily interpreted and closer to the 
desired result in the least squared error energy sense. The least squares migration is often 
performed in the data space that requires a great number of iterations to update 
reflectivity models. For large seismic datasets, a large amount of forward modeling and 
migration operations are needed in each iteration, which makes the least square migration 
a time consuming procedure. 
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Traditional shot profile least squares RTM (Dong et al., 2012) in the time domain 
needs three explicit wavefield propagation processes per iteration: one forward Born 
modeling, one forward wavefield simulation for synthetic sources, and one backward 
wavefield simulation for shot gathers. The number of wavefield propagation processes 
increases dramatically with increasing number of shots and iterations. Phase encoded or 
multi-source least squares RTM (Dai et al., 2011; Dai and Schuster 2013) has been 
proposed to reduce the number of wavefield propagations, so that the migration 
efficiency of the least squares RTM can be improved. 
The shot profile least squares RTM in the frequency domain (Ren et al., 2013) has 
the potential to be more efficient than the time domain least squares RTM in that it might 
not require wavefield computations during the iterative model updating processes. In the 
frequency domain, the Born modeling and migration operators can be explicitly 
represented with source and receiver Green’s functions. Once the source and receiver 
Green’s functions are pre-computed, they can be utilized for both the Born modeling and 
the migration operations throughout iterations. As a result, the efficiency of the shot 
profile least squares RTM can be improved. However, if source and receiver locations do 
not coincide, and the number of receivers is large, computing and storing Green’s 
functions for all shot and receiver locations becomes infeasible. Consequently, frequency 
domain shot profile least squares RTM is rarely implemented using both source and 
receiver Green’s functions. 
In this chapter, I describe the least squares RTM with double plane wave (DPW) 
data in the DPW-frequency domain, which is a fully decomposed plane wave domain 
(Zhao, Sen, et al., 2014). Here, I derive a Born modeling operator that predicts the DPW 
data at the surface with reflectivity models. The proposed modeling operator is named as 
DPW Born modeling operator. The adjoint of the DPW Born modeling operator is 
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recognized as the frequency domain DPW RTM operator (Zhao et al., 2015). The DPW 
Born modeling operator together with it adjoint leads to an efficient DPW least squares 
RTM. To improve the convergence rate and obtain images with better balanced 
amplitude, I derive an approximate Hessian matrix for the misfit function of the DPW 
data. The diagonal matrix of the approximate Hessian is used as the pre-conditioner for 
the gradient of the misfit function. I show that the wavefield propagations are not 
required for the DPW least squares RTM during model updating processes, which 
significantly improves the efficiency of the least squares RTM. 
I first discuss shot profile least squares RTM in the frequency and the time 
domains. Then, starting with a new misfit function for the DPW data, I introduce the 
DPW Born modeling operator in the frequency domain. Two synthetic examples are used 
to demonstrate that the proposed DPW least squares RTM can generate migration images 
with improved spatial resolution and more balanced amplitude than the traditional RTM. 
Also, migration artifacts can be reduced during the model updating process. 
 
5.2. SHOT PROFILE LEAST SQUARES RTM 
5.2.1. Misfit function 
Migration can be formulated as an inverse problem by minimizing differences 
between observed data and predicted data (Tarantola 1984). The differences are usually 






δd†δd,  (5.1) 
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where  F(m) is the misfit function (also known as the objective function),  m  is the 
model parameter,  δd = dobs − d pre   is the difference between the observed data  dobs  
and the predicted data  d pre , and the superscript †  represents the adjoint operator 
(conjugate transpose).  d pre  is a function of the model parameter, (i.e.,  d pre = d pre(m) ). 
The best model parameter is found as the misfit function reaches its minimum. 
Expanding the misfit function in the vicinity of the best solution of the least 
squares problem (i.e., equation (5.1)) and retaining terms up to the quadratic order (Pratt 
et al., 1998; Virieux and Operto 2009), the misfit function becomes 
 
 F(m0 +δm) = F(m0 )+δmT∇mF(m0 )+
1
2δm
THδm+O(δm 3),  (5.2) 
 
where m0  is the starting model in the vicinity of the best model, δm  is the model 
perturbation, the superscript T represents the transpose of a matrix, ∇mF(m0 )  is the 
gradient of the misfit function with respect to the model parameter at m0 , and H  is the 
Hessian second derivative matrix of the misfit function. In this case, the gradient and the 
Hessian matrix are defined as 
 
 ∇mF(m0 ) =
∂F(m0 )
∂m ,  (5.3) 
and 
 H = ∂
2F(m0 )




The misfit function reaches its minimum when the gradient of the misfit function 
vanishes (Tarantola 1984; Pratt et al., 1998). So, taking the gradient of right hand side of 
equation (5.2), and setting it equals to zero, we obtain 
 
 δm = −H−1∇mF(m0 ),  (5.5) 
 
where H−1  is the inverse of the Hessian matrix. In linear cases, equation (5.5) can be 
used to minimize a misfit function and achieve the best model parameter in one iteration. 
Therefore, the gradient and the Hessian of the misfit function are required to implement 
equation (5.5). The model update is calculated by scaling the gradient in the opposite 
direction with the inverse of the Hessian matrix at m0 .  
Taking the first and the second derivative for  F(m)  with respect to the model 
parameter m  at m0  and retaining the real part of the derivatives, we can obtain 
 
 ∇mF(m0 ) = Re(J0†δd0 )  (5.6) 
and 
 H = Re[J0†J0 +
∂
∂mT J0
† (δd0...δd0 )],  (5.7) 
 
for ∇mF(m)  and H , at m0 , respectively. δd0  is the initial data misfit. 
J0 =
∂d pre(m0 )
∂m  is the sensitive matrix or the Fréchet derivative matrix. Detailed 
derivations for equations (5.6) and (5.7) are reported elsewhere (Plessix and Mulder 
2004). The second term of the Hessian matrix is relatively small, so it can be neglected in 
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most cases. Therefore, substituting the gradient (i.e., Re(J0†δd0 ) ) and the approximate 
Hessian Ha = Re(J0†J0 )  into equation (5.5), the model perturbation or the model update 
δm  can be written as 
 
 δm ≈ −Re(J0†J0 )−1 Re(J0†δd0 ).  (5.8) 
 
In linear cases, d(m) = Lm , where L  is the forward modeling operator, so 
J = L . Therefore, we have 
 
 ∇mF(m0 ) = Re(L†δd0 ),  (5.9) 
and 
 Ha = Re[L†L],  (5.10) 
 
where L†  is the adjoint of the forward operator L . And model update can be computed 
by 
 
 δm ≈ −Re(L†L)−1 Re(L†δd0 ).  (5.11) 
To implement equation (5.11), L  can be chosen from the Kirchhoff modeling operator, 
in the Gaussian beam modeling operator or the wave equation modeling operator. 
Similarly the L†  can be chosen from the Kirchhoff migration operator, the Gaussian 
beam migration operator or the wave equation migration operator. In the following 
sections, we will focus on minimizing the misfit function with least squares RTM 
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methods. Therefore, the operators L  and L†  are based on solving the two-way wave 
equation. 
 
5.2.2. Shot profile least squares RTM in the frequency domain 
In the frequency domain, the constant density acoustic two-way wave equation 
can been written as (Marfurt 1984; Pratt et al., 1998) 
 
 (−∇2 −σ 02 (x)ω 2 )u0 (s,x,ω ) = f (ω ),  (5.12) 
 
where ∇2  is the Laplacian operator, σ 0 (x)  is the subsurface background slowness at 
subsurface point x , s  is the source location, ω  is the angular frequency, u0 (s,x,ω )  
is the wavefield created by s , and f (ω )  is the frequency source term at the source 
location. u0 (s,x,ω )  is often called the incident wavefield or the background wavefield.  
The square of the slowness model can be expressed as a sum of the square of the 
background slowness and a perturbation: 
 
 σ 2 (x) =σ 02 (x)+m(x),  (5.13) 
 
where m(x)  is the slowness perturbation. Similarly, we can write the corresponding 
wavefield as follows 
 
 u(s,x,ω ) = u0 (s,x,ω )+δu(s,x,ω ),  (5.14) 
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where u(s,x,ω )  is the total wavefield, and δu(s,x,ω )  is the scattered wavefield (or 
wavefield perturbation) introduced by the slowness perturbation. The total wavefield 
u(s,x,ω )  satisfies the wave equation 
 
 (−∇2 −σ 2 (x)ω 2 )u(s,x,ω ) = f (ω ).  (5.15) 
 
Substituting equations (5.13) and (5.14) into equation (5.15) we can obtain 
 
 (−∇2 −σ 02 (x)ω 2 )δu(s,x,ω ) =ω 2m(x)[u0 (s,x,ω )+δu(s,x,ω )]. (5.16) 
 
The higher order term ω 2m(x)δu(s,x,ω )  is ignored according to the Born 
approximation (Plessix and Mulder 2004; Virieux and Operto 2009). Therefore, equation 
(5.16) becomes 
 
 (−∇2 −σ 02 (x)ω 2 )δu(s,x,ω ) =ω 2m(x)u0 (s,x,ω ).  (5.17) 
 
The scattered wavefield δu(s,x,ω )  can be calculated using equation (5.17) with 
ω 2m(x)  serving as the source wavefield.  
Because a Green’s function satisfies 
 
 (−∇2 −σ 02 (x)ω 2 )G(s,x,ω ) = δ (s − x),  (5.18) 
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where the Green’s function G(s,x,ω )  represents the computed wavefield with the 
impulse source δ (s − x)  located at s . Therefore, the scattered wavefield δu(s,y,ω )  
measured at the subsurface point y , can be computed with a Green’s function and the 
source wavefield m(x)u0 (s,x,ω )  as 
 
 δu(s,y,ω ) =ω 2 m(x)u0 (s,x,ω )G(x,y,ω )
x
∑ .  (5.19) 
 
According to equations (5.12) and (5.18), the incident wavefield u0 (s,x,ω )  can 
be represented as 
 
 u0 (s,x,ω ) = f (ω )G(s,x,ω ). (5.20) 
 
Substituting equation (5.20) into equation (5.19) and projecting the scattered 
wavefield to receiver locations, the predicted wavefield measured at the receiver location 
r  can be written as 
 
 dpre(s,r,ω ,m(x)) =ω 2 m(x) f (ω )G(s,x,ω )G(x,r,ω )
x
∑ . (5.21) 
 
where G(x,r,ω ) = G(r,x,ω )  due to their reciprocity. Equation (5.21) can be written in a 
matrix form as 
 
 d pre(m) = Lm,  (5.22) 
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where L  depends on f (ω ) , ω , and Green’s functions G(s,x,ω )  and G(x,r,ω ) . 
Equation (5.22) is often called the Born modeling, and L  is known as the Born 
modeling operator. 
Taking the adjoint of L  and substituting it into equation (5.9), the gradient can 
be expressed in an entry wise multiplication form as (Plessix and Mulder 2004; Virieux 
and Operto 2009; Ren et al., 2013; Tao and Sen 2013) 
 
 







×(dpre(s,r,ω ,m(x))− dobs (s,r,ω ))).
 (5.23) 
 
where the superscript *  represents the complex conjugate of a complex number. 
Equation (5.23) is also recognized as the imaging condition of the shot profile RTM in 
the frequency domain. Equation (5.23) can be written in a matrix form as 
 
 ∇mF(m) = Re(L†δd),  (5.24) 
 
where L†  is the RTM operator in the frequency domain. Because a great number of 
receivers are often deployed in a seismic survey, computing and storing the Green’s 
function for each receiver location is computationally expensive.  Therefore, the adjoint 
state method (Pratt 1999; Plessix 2006), which requires forward and backward wavefield 
computations, is typically implemented to evaluate the gradient, and G(x,r,ω )  is rarely 
computed.  
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Substituting L  and L†  into equation (5.10), we can obtain the approximate 
Hessian matrix in an entry wise multiplication form as (Plessix and Mulder 2004) 
 






∑ ). (5.25) 
 
According to equation (5.11), the frequency domain least squares RTM requires 
the approximate Hessian matrix and the gradient to achieve the best model in one 
iteration. However, the size of an approximate Hessian matrix can be enormous, 
explicitly constructing and inverting such large matrices are computationally expensive. 
Therefore, iterative methods are often used to minimize the misfit function. 
Iteratively solving equation (5.11) can be expressed as (Tarantola 1984; Claerbout 
1985) 
 
 mk+1 =mk +αK[L†(Lmk − dobs )]  (5.26) 
 
where mk+1  is the current updated reflectivity at step k+1, mk  is the previous 
reflectivity, α  is the step length along the gradient direction. K  is the pre-
conditioning matrix, which can speed up the convergence of the iterative process. In the 
frequency domain, the inverse of the diagonal matrix of the approximate Hessian matrix, 
Hdiag , is often chosen to be K . Therefore, the diagonal element of K  can be computed 
by 
 






∑ )−1.  (5.27) 
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According to equation (5.27), both G(s,x,ω )  and G(r,x,ω )  need to be 
explicitly computed for each source and receiver location to construct the pre-
conditioning matrix. G(s,x,ω )  can be easily obtained, as it has been computed during 
the gradient computation. However, as previously stated, computing G(r,x,ω )  for each 
receiver location is not trivial, and equation (5.27) is rarely implemented.  
Assuming the receiver coverage is infinite for each shot, the term G(r,x,ω ) 2
r
∑  
becomes nearly a constant (Plessix and Mulder 2004). Therefore, the term 
G(r,x,ω ) 2
r
∑  can be dropped and the diagonal element of K can be approximated by 
 




∑ )−1. (5.28) 
 
Equation (5.28) can be easily implemented, and K is often referred to as the illumination 
compensation pre-conditioner (Plessix and Mulder 2004; Zhang et al., 2005). Once K is 
computed, it can be used throughout the iterative updating process. Other approximations 
to equation (5.27) were proposed, and details about those approximations can be found in 
Plessix and Mulder 2004. 
If the number of G(s,x,ω ) and G(r,x,ω )  are relative small, the Green’s 
functions can be pre-computed and stored in the computer’s memories or disks. Then, the 
Born modeling and the frequency domain RTM processes can be directly implemented 
according to equations (5.21) and (5.23). Therefore, only cross-correlation operations are 
performed during iterations to obtain the gradient and the predicted data, and wavefield 
computation processes are no longer required, which reduces the computational cost. 
However, if the number of sources and receivers is large, computing and storing a large 
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number of Green’s functions become infeasible. In those cases, the adjoint state method 
is implemented to compute the gradient. The Born modeling process is computed using 
equation (5.17). Therefore, two forward and one backward wavefield computations are 
required for each shot location per iteration. The computational cost increases 
dramatically with increasing shots and iterations. 
 
5.2.3. Shot profile least squares RTM in the time domain 
In the time domain, the constant density two-way wave equation becomes 
 
 (σ 02 (x)
∂2
∂t 2 −∇




∂t 2  is the second derivative of wavefield u0 (s,x,t)  with respect to time, and 
f (t)  is the source time series. Equation (5.17) can be written in the time domain as 
 
 (σ 02 (x)
∂2
∂t 2 −∇
2 )δu(s,x,t) = m(x) ∂
2u0 (s,x,t)
∂t 2 ,  (5.30) 
 
where δu(s,x,t)  is the scattered wavefield in the time domain. Equation (5.30) indicates 
that the scattered wavefield can be computed by solving the wave equation by injecting 
the source, which is the product of the reflectivity and the background wavefield, at each 
location x. Equation (5.30) can be written in a symbolic matrix form as in equation 
(5.22), so the predicted wavefield is in a linear relationship with the reflectivity. And 
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equation (5.30) is used to perform the Born modeling in the time domain, which has a 
symbolic matrix form of L . 
As previously stated, in the frequency domain, the gradient can be computed by 
the adjoint state method. In the time domain, the adjoint state method is also implemented 
to evaluate the gradient. The gradient can be written as 
 
 g(x) = ∂
2u0 (s,x,t)
∂t 2 q(s,x,t)t∑s∑ ,  (5.31) 
 
where the u0 (s,x,t)  is the background wavefield obtained via solving equation (5.29), 
and the q(s,x,t)  is the backward propagated wavefield obtained by solving 
 
 (σ 02 (x)
∂2
∂t 2 −∇
2 )q(s,x,t) = dobs (s,r,t),  (5.32) 
 
where dobs (s,r,t)  is the shot gather for a given s . Equation (5.31) is also known as the 
imaging condition for the shot profile RTM in the time domain (Zhang et al., 2007; 
Chattopadhyay and McMechan 2008; Zhang and Sun 2008). The time domain RTM is 
symbolically expressed as L† . 
To implement the shot profile least squares RTM in the time domain, the 
reflectivity model is iteratively updated using equation (5.26). The pre-conditioner in the 
time domain is often chosen as 
 







∑ )−1,  (5.33) 
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which is the time domain equivalent of equation (5.28). 
In the time domain, implementing equation (5.26) requires performing the shot 
profile Born modeling and the RTM for each shot per iteration. The Born modeling 
process requires performing forward propagation. The RTM requires forward 
propagation for sources and backward propagation for shot gathers. Therefore, at least 
three wavefield propagations are needed for each shot per iteration. 
In both the time and the frequency domains, the number of wavefield calculations 
required by the least squares RTM is much larger than that required by the traditional 
RTM. So, least squares RTM is considered to be computationally expensive. Phase 
encoding (Dai et al., 2011), and plane wave least squares RTM (Dai and Schuster 2013) 
methods were introduced to reduce the number of wavefield propagations. By using the 
composite shot gathers or plane wave data in the τ − p  domain, those methods greatly 
reduce the number of wavefield propagations in each iteration, leading to increase in 
migration efficiency. However, almost all of those methods were implemented in the time 
domain, and they all require wavefield propagations during the iterative updating process. 
To further reduce computational cost of the least square RTM, I consider performing 
least square RTM in the frequency domain using DPW data. In the following section, I 
will introduce the DPW least squares RTM in the frequency domain, where wavefield 
propagation is not required during the model updating process. As a result, the efficiency 
of the least squares RTM can be significantly improved. 
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5.3. DPW LEAST SQUARES RTM 
5.3.1. Misfit function 
In the DPW domain, the objective is again to minimize the differences between 
predicted data and observed data, while DPW data transformed from shot gathers become 






δ dˆ†δ dˆ,  (5.34) 
 
where  Fˆ(m)  is the misfit function for the DPW data,  δ dˆ = dˆ pre − dˆobs ,  dˆ pre  is the 
predicted DPW data, and  dˆobs  is the observed DPW data. 
Following the same derivation as equations (5.1) to (5.11), we can arrive at an 
expression for the best-fitted reflectivity model: 
 
 δm ≈ −Hˆa−1∇mFˆ(m0 ).  (5.35) 
 
∇mFˆ(m0 )  and Hˆa  are defined as follows: 
 
 ∇mFˆ(m0 ) = Re(Lˆ†δd0 ),  (5.36) 
and 
 Hˆa = Re[Lˆ†Lˆ],  (5.37) 
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where Lˆ  is the forward modeling operator for the DPW data, and Lˆ†  is the adjoint of 
the forward operator Lˆ . If both ∇mFˆ(m0 )  and Hˆa−1  are available, the best-fitted 
model can be obtained in one iteration. 
 
5.3.2. DPW Born modeling and DPW RTM operators 
In this section, I start with the frequency domain shot profile Born modeling 
operator and derive the DPW Born modeling operator. I also show that the adjoint 
operator of the DPW Born modeling operator has a similar form to that of the frequency 
domain DPW RTM imaging condition introduced in Chapter 3. 
The shot profile Born modeling operator in the frequency domain (i.e., equation 
(5.21)) can be rewritten in the continuous form as 
 
 dpre(s,r,ω ,m(x)) =ω 2 m(x) f (ω )G(s,x,ω )G(r,x,ω )∫ dx.  (5.38) 
 
Performing the double slant stacking (i.e., equation (1.9)) for equation (5.38) (Zhao, Sen, 
Stoffa, et al., 2015), we can obtain 
 
 
dpre(s,r,ω ,m(x))exp(−iω (ps (s − xref )+∫∫ pr (r − xref )))dsdr
=ω 2 m(x) f (ω )G(s,x,ω )G(r,x,ω )∫∫∫
×exp(−iω (ps (s − xref )+ pr (r − xref )))dxdsdr.
 (5.39) 
 




dpre(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x)) =ω 2 f (ω ) m(x)∫
× G(s,x,ω )exp(−iωps ⋅[(s − xh )+ (xh − xref )])ds∫
× G(r,x,ω )∫ exp(−iωpr ⋅[(r − xh )+ (xh − xref )])drdx,
 (5.40) 
 
where xh  is the horizontal location of the subsurface point x . Performing slant 
stacking for Green’s functions, we can achieve 
 
 dpre(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x)) =ω
2 f (ω ) m(x)∫ G(ps ,x,ω )G(pr ,x,ω )





 G(ps ,x,ω ) = G(s,x,ω )exp[−iωps ⋅(s − xh )]ds∫ ,  (5.42) 
and 
 G(pr ,x,ω ) = G(r,x,ω )exp[−iωpr ⋅(r − xh )]dr∫ .  (5.43) 
 
G(ps ,x,ω )  and G(pr ,x,ω )  are the source and receiver plane wave Green’s functions, 
respectively. The predicted DPW data can be computed via equation (5.41) with a given 





dpre(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x)) =ω 2 f (ω ) m(x)G(ps ,x,ω )G(pr ,x,ω )
x
∑
×exp[−iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )].
 (5.44) 
 
Equation (5.44) can be written in a matrix form as follows 
 
 dˆ pre(m) = Lˆm,  (5.45) 
 
where Lˆ  is the DPW Born modeling operator. 
Taking the adjoint of the DPW Born modeling operator and substituting the 
















 δ dˆ(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x)) = dˆpre(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x))− dˆobs (ps ,pr ,ω ).  (5.47) 
 
Equation (5.46) can be written in a matrix form as 
 
 ∇mFˆ(m) = Re(Lˆ†δd),  (5.48) 
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where Lˆ†  is adjoint operator of Lˆ . Equation (5.46) is in a form very similar to the 
frequency domain DPW RTM imaging condition (cf. equation (3.25)) descripted in 
Chapter 3:  
 
 I(x) = Re(
ω 6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )∫∫
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdprdω ).
 (5.49) 
 
Ignoring the amplitude filtering term, equations (5.46) and (3.25) are the same. 
Therefore, computing the gradient according to equation (5.46) is the same as performing 
the frequency domain DPW RTM. 
Substituting Lˆ  and Lˆ†  into equation (5.37), we obtain expression for the 
approximate Hessian matrix as 
 
 






∑ G*(pr ,y,ω )




Constructing and inverting the above approximate Hessian matrix is still 
computationally expensive, and the perturbation model is rarely computed by directly 
implementing equation (5.35). In the following section, two methods by which the misfit 
function can be iteratively minimized are introduced. 
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5.3.3. DPW least squares RTM workflow 
Similar to the previous introduced shot profile least squares RTM, minimizing the 
misfit function (5.34) is formulated as an iterative process due to the difficulty of 
inverting the approximated Hessian matrix. The steepest decent method (Claerbout 1985) 
can be implemented to the minimization process. The steepest decent method can be 
written as 
 
 mk+1 =mk +α[Lˆ†(Lˆmk − dˆobs )],  (5.51) 
 
where α  is again the step length, Lˆ  is the DPW Born modeling operator, and Lˆ†  is 
the migration operator.  
The pre-conditioned steepest decent method, as shown in equation (5.26), can also 
be implemented to minimize the misfit function for the DPW data. Again, the pre-
conditioner is chosen to be the diagonal matrix of the approximate Hessian matrix, Hˆdiag . 
And this pre-conditioned steepest method is in a form similar to that of the shot profile 
least squares RTM: 
 
 mk+1 =mk +αKˆ[Lˆ†(Lˆmk − dˆobs )],  (5.52) 
where Kˆ  is the pre-conditioning matrix (i.e., the  inverse of the diagonal matrix of the 
approximate Hessian matrix Hˆa ), and α  is again the step length (Claerbout 1985). The 




Kˆ(x,x) = Re( ω 4 f (ω ) 2 G(ps ,x,ω )












where Kˆ(x,x)  is the diagonal element of the proposed pre-conditioner.  
In the updating process, plane wave Green’s functions are needed for computing 
the gradient, the predicted DPW data and the pre-conditioner. Plane wave Green’s 
functions depend on ps  and pr  ray-parameters. Hence, a plane wave Green’s function 
can be used for both source and receiver plane waves, if they have the same ray-
parameter. Only a limited number of plane wave Green’s functions are required to 
compute all the DPW data and the gradient. In most cases, that number is on an order of 
hundreds even for datasets that have thousands of shots. Based on tests with synthetic and 
real datasets, I found that the number of plane wave Green’s functions required for the 
modeling and the migration is about 100 ~ 400. Therefore, all plane wave Green’s 
functions can be pre-computed and stored in disks or memories, and the reflectivity 
updating process only requires performing cross-correlations. Because wavefield 
propagations are not necessary in the model updating processes, the efficiency of the least 
squares RTM is improved significantly. Figure 5.1 demonstrates the workflow of the 




5.3.4. Illumination compensation imaging condition for the frequency domain DPW 
RTM 
According to equations (5.46), (5.52) and (5.53), the pre-conditioned gradient can 
be written as  
 
 
Figure 5.1. An illustration of the workflow of the DPW least squares RTM. 
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×exp[+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )]δ dˆ(ps ,pr ,ω ,m(x)))
/(Re( ω 4 f (ω ) 2 G(ps ,x,ω )












where n(x)  represents the pre-conditioned gradient.  
Equation (5.54) is similar to the illumination compensation imaging condition for 
the time domain DPW-based RTM (cf. equation (2.19)) proposed in Chapter 2: 
 
 INPs (x) =
∂2Ups (ps ,x,τ )
∂τ 2













.  (5.55) 
 
Equation (5.54) can be regarded as the illumination compensation imaging 
condition for the frequency domain DPW RTM. And n(x)  also represents the 
illumination compensated image, where the migration energy in the deeper parts of the 
images can be improved. The amplitude in the compensated image is more balanced than 
that in the images obtained by the frequency domain DPW RTM without compensating 
the illumination. 
Migration results of the frequency domain DPW RTM with and without 
compensating the illumination and of the proposed DPW least squares RTM will be 
shown in the following section.  
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5.4. NUMERICAL TESTS 
While all of the above derivations are in 3D, only 2D examples will be 
demonstrated. Two synthetic models were selected to test the proposed method. I 
compared the images generated by the frequency domain DPW RTM and those generated 
by the proposed DPW least squares RTM. 
5.4.1. Three-layer model 
The simple three-layer model, shown in Figure 5.2, had 200 horizontal and 100 
vertical grid points. Grid spacing was 0.02 km for both directions. In this test, I generated 
a DPW dataset using equation (5.44) with the reflectivity model shown in Figure 5.3. The 
DPW dataset contained 121 p s  and 121 p r  plane waves. Each plane wave set ranged 
from -0.6 to 0.6 s/km with an interval of 0.01 s/km. In total, there were 121X121=14641 
traces in the DPW dataset.  
 
 
Figure 5.2. The three-layer model. There are one horizontal interface, one dipping 




A subset of the DPW dataset, where 81 p s  and 41 p r  plane waves both ranged 
-0.4 ~ 0.4 s/km and 81 frequencies ranged 5 ~ 30 Hz, were used for migration. Only 81 
plane wave Green’s functions were constructed to migrate 1681 traces. The Green’s 
functions were used for both the DPW Born modeling and the DPW RTM through 
iterations. 
The images obtained by the frequency domain DPW RTM with and without 
compensating the illumination are shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The 
diffractor and the two interfaces were successfully recovered. However, the images of the 
diffractor were not completely focused due to limited plane wave apertures used for 
migration, and the side lobes of the two interfaces are strong. 
 
 




Figure 5.4. The migration result of the frequency domain DPW RTM without applying 
the illumination compensation. Equation (5.46) was implemented. 
 
Figure 5.5. The migration result of the frequency domain DPW RTM with applying the 
illumination compensation imaging condition equation (5.54). 
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The same DPW subset was then used to perform the proposed DPW least squares 
RTM. The image shown in Figure 5.6 is the migration result after performing the DPW 
least squares RTM using equation (5.51) for 30 iterations. The image shown in Figure 5.7 
is the migration result after performing the DPW least squares RTM using equation 
(5.52) for 30 iterations. Compared to the images shown in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, the images 
shown in Figure 5.6 and 5.7 have higher resolution for the two interfaces, and the 





Figure 5.6. The migration result of the DPW least squares RTM without applying the 
pre-conditioner after 30 iterations. 
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The inverse of the diagonal matrix of the approximate Hessian matrix was 
obtained by equation (5.53). The diagonal element of the approximate Hessian matrix is 
shown in Figure 5.8, suggesting the illumination compensation. The hot and cold colors 
represent less and more amplitude compensation, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.7. The migration result of the DPW least squares RTM with applying the pre-
conditioner after 30 iterations. 
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Wiggle traces extracted from Figure 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 at location x = 2 and 3 
km were plotted in Figure 5.9 and 5.11, respectively. A zoomed part of Figure 5.9 is 
shown in Figure 5.10. The solid black line corresponds to the true reflectivity. The red 
dashed line corresponds to the trace extracted from the image obtained by the DPW least 
squares RTM with the pre-conditioner. The blue dashed line corresponds to the trace 
extracted from the image obtained by the frequency domain DPW RTM without applying 
the illumination compensation. The black dot line corresponds to the image obtained by 
the frequency domain DPW RTM with the illumination compensation. Because the 
image obtained by the DPW least squares RTM without the pre-conditioner is very 
similar to that obtained by the DPW least squares RTM with the pre-conditioner, the 
wiggle trace was not plotted for this case. The trace from the result of the frequency 
domain DPW RTM without applying the illumination compensation was multiply by a 
factor of 1e-18, so that it is on the same magnitude as the other three traces. The trace 
 
Figure 5.8. The diagonal element of the approximate Hessian matrix. 
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from the image of the frequency domain DPW RTM with applying the illumination 
compensation over estimates the reflectivity. It is clear that, the images obtained by the 




Figure 5.9. The comparison between wiggle traces extracted from the true reflectivity, 
the image obtained by the DPW least squares RTM, frequency domain 




Figure 5.10. The zoomed region of Figure 5.9, starting from the depth at 1 km.  
 
Figure 5.11. The comparison between wiggle traces extracted from the true reflectivity, 
the image obtained by the DPW least squares RTM, frequency domain 
DPW RTM with and without illumination compensation, respectively. 
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5.4.2. Marmousi model 
The second test was performed on the 2D Marmousi model. The model, as shown 
in Figure 5.12, comprised 1150 horizontal and 375 vertical grid points, with a grid 
spacing of 0.008 km for both x and z directions. 1150 shot gathers were generated using 
the REM in the time domain. Each shot gather was acquired with 1150 receivers. Shot 
and receiver intervals were both 0.008 km. Then, the original shot gathers were 
transformed into a DPW dataset with 241 ps  and 241 pr  plane waves, both of which 
were equally spaced between -0.6 to 0.6 s/km. 241 ps  and 61 pr  plane waves ranging 
from -0.6 to 0.6 s/km were selected to perform migrations. Sampling intervals for ps  
and pr  were 0.005 and 0.02 s/km, respectively. 81 frequencies ranging from 5 to 25 Hz 




Figure 5.12. The Marmousi velocity model. 
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Figure 5.13 and 5.14 show the images obtained by performing the frequency 
domain DPW RTM without and with the illumination compensation, respectively. The 
top parts of the model were well imaged. However, the anticline at the bottom of the 
model, especially the flank of the anticline, was not clearly recovered in Figure 5.13 
where the illumination compensation imaging condition was not applied. The image 
obtained with the illumination compensation has better definition for the deeper parts of 




Figure 5.13. The migration result of the frequency domain DPW RTM without the 
illumination compensation. Equation (5.46) was implemented. 
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The image shown in Figure 5.15 was obtained by performing the DPW least 
squares RTM for 30 iterations without using the pre-conditioner. The image has a higher 
resolution comparing to the previous two images. Both the shallow and the deep parts of 
the model were well imaged. The image shown in Figure 5.16 was obtained by 
performing the DPW least squares RTM for 30 iterations with the pre-conditioner. With 
the help of the pre-conditioner, which compensated the illumination during the iterative 
updating process, the corresponding image has better resolution and more balanced 
amplitude comparing to the previous three images. And the misfit function converged 
faster than the case where the pre-conditioner was not applied to the gradient. The 
diagonal element of the approximate Hessian is shown in Figure 5.17. Again, the hot and 
cold colors represent less and more amplitude compensation, respectively.  
 
 
Figure 5.14. The migration result of the frequency domain DPW RTM with applying the 





Figure 5.15. The migration result of the DPW least squares RTM without the pre-
conditioner after 30 iterations. 
 
Figure 5.16. The migration result of the DPW least squares RTM with the pre-
conditioner after 30 iterations. 
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Wiggle traces extracted from Figure 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16 were compared to the 
true reflectivity at location x = 1.76 km in Figure 5.18. Because, only relative reflectively 
can be obtained by the migrations, the amplitude of the traces was calibrated to the depth 
at 0.384 km. In Figure 5.18, the solid black line corresponds to the true reflectivity. The 
red dashed line corresponds to the trace extracted from the image obtained by the DPW 
least squares RTM without the pre-conditioner. The blue dashed line corresponds to the 
trace extracted from the image obtained by the DPW least squares RTM with the pre-
conditioner. The black dot line corresponds to the image obtained by the frequency 
domain DPW RTM with the illumination compensation. It is clear that, the image 
obtained by the DPW least squares RTM with the pre-conditioner better represent the 
true reflectivity for the entire model. The RTM result with the illumination compensation 
overestimated the reflectively for the deep parts of the model. However, the true 
reflectivity can be recovered for the shallow parts of the model by simply implementing 
the illumination compensation. The trace from Figure 5.13 was not compared, because it 
is far less than the true reflectivity. 
 





The proposed method is considerably faster than the traditional shot profile least 
squares RTM in that it does not require computing wavefield propagation for each 
iteration. Once plane wave Green’s functions have been calculated, they can be reused 
for modeling and migration throughout iterations. For the three-layer case, the cumulative 
time for performing the frequency domain DPW RTM is about 750 s, where 620 s and 
130 s were on computing plane wave Green’s functions and imaging, respectively. The 
cumulative time for performing the proposed DPW least squares RTM for 30 iterations is 
about 4850 s, which is only about 7 times larger than the time spent on the frequency 
 
Figure 5.18. The comparison between wiggle traces extracted from the true reflectivity, 
the images obtained by the DPW least squares RTM with and without the 
pre-conditioner, and the image obtained by the frequency domain DPW 
RTM with the illumination compensation, respectively. 
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domain DPW RTM. If the shot profile least squares RTM was performed, it could be as 
much as 30 times slower than the shot profile RTM. 
As shown in the numerical results, applying the illumination compensation 
imaging condition for the frequency domain DPW RTM successfully enhanced the image 
at the deep parts of the model. Besides that, the illumination compensated migration 
results also have good correlations with the true reflectivity models. However, the images 
obtained by applying the illumination compensation tend to overestimate the reflectivity. 
By iteratively fitting the observed data, the least squares migration process can generate 
images whose amplitude is closer to the true reflectivity. Also, the migrated energy in 
images generated by the least squares migration is more focused, and the resolution of the 
images can be improved. 
Worth mentioning, there are assumptions for implementing the least squares 
migration: the observed data should be well processed and contain little noises, the 
background velocity model should be close enough to the true velocity. Otherwise, 
performing the least squares migration, which requires extra work compared to the 
traditional migration methods, with noisy data on inaccurate velocity model would not be 




In this chapter, I proposed the DPW least squares RTM using the iterative 
updating method. The DPW Born modeling operator by which DPW data can be 
predicted using plane wave Green’s functions was derived. The adjoint operator of the 
DPW Born modeling operator is similar to the frequency domain DPW RTM operator. 
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The adjoint operator can be used to obtain the gradient of the misfit function. The 
approximate Hessian matrix calculated with plane wave Green’s functions was also 
derived. The inverse of the diagonal matrix of the approximate Hessian matrix was 
employed as the pre-conditioner to achieve the illumination compensation for the 
gradient. Compared to the shot profile least squares RTM, the DPW least squares RTM 
requires far less wavefield propagations. Only a limited number of plane wave Green’s 
functions are needed to predict DPW data and to perform the migration during iterations. 
Besides that, the same set of plane wave Green’s functions can be used for the DPW 
Born modeling and the DPW migration. Therefore, wavefields calculations are not 
necessary during the model updating process, and the computational cost can be reduced 
significantly. By minimizing the differences between the predicted DPW data and the 
observed DPW data, the migrated images have higher resolution and more balanced 
amplitude, which is comparable with the true reflectivity. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
6.1. SUMMARY 
RTM solves the two-way wave equation during wave field propagation process. 
Although powerful computers have made traditional pre-stack shot gather RTM a 
practical migration procedure, pre-stack shot gather RTM is still computationally 
intensive. In my research, I focused on improving the migration efficiency of the RTM 
using the DPW data, which is the fully decomposed plane wave data. The DPW-based 
RTM in the time and the frequency domains were derived using the adjoint state 
methods. They have the potential to improve efficiency for large seismic datasets. The 
frequency domain DPW RTM method was derived under the Born approximation. This 
method can increase the RTM efficiency by an order of magnitude. A least squares RTM 
method using the DPW was also proposed.  
In chapter 2, I introduced the DPW-based RTM in the time domain. Unlike the 
pre-stack shot profile RTM where the number of forward propagations is proportional to 
the number of shots, the number of forward propagations needed for the DPW-based 
RTM remains constant and is relatively small even for large seismic datasets. Therefore, 
the DPW-based RTM can improve RTM efficiency and be suitable for migrating large 
datasets. Selected plane wave components can be migrated to obtain subsurface interfaces 
with different dips. This feature makes the method target-oriented. Illumination 
compensation imaging conditions for the DPW-based RTM were also proposed to 
improve images in the deeper part of the section. 
In chapter 3, migration methods using the DPW data were investigated in the 
frequency domain. The adjoint state method was employed to derive the DPW-based 
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RTM in the frequency domain. Then, a new DPW migration algorithm, which was named 
frequency domain DPW RTM, was derived under the Born approximation. Frequency 
plane wave Green’s functions were utilized to migrate the DPW data. The number of 
frequency plane wave Green’s functions required for migration was limited. As a result, 
the migration efficiency can be substantially improved. The proposed frequency domain 
DPW RTM can also include anisotropy by constructing plane wave Green’s functions in 
anisotropic media. 
Chapter 4 investigated the applicability of the reciprocity principle in the DPW 
domain. The reciprocity principle can be applied to the seismic data that are processed 
with proper seismic processing flows. Utilizing the reciprocity principle, a DPW dataset 
transformed from one-sided gathers can approximate a DPW dataset generated from 
split-spread shot gathers. Two methods were demonstrated to obtain optimal reciprocal 
DPW datasets. Under the ideal acquisition conditions, I suggested that one-sided 
acquisition geometries should be extended to the largest possible offsets, and reciprocity 
should be invoked to improve subsurface illumination. Migration efficiency was 
improved for the DPW migrations with the help of the reciprocity principle. 
In chapter 5, a least squares migration method using plane wave data in a fully 
decomposed DPW-frequency domain was proposed. A Born modeling operator that 
predicts the DPW data at the surface was derived based on the shot profile Born 
modeling operator. The adjoint operator of the DPW Born modeling operator was shown 
to be equivalent to the frequency domain DPW RTM operator. Plane wave Green’s 
functions were used for both the modeling and the migration processes throughout 
iterations, which greatly increased the efficiency of the least squares migration. An 
approximate Hessian matrix of the misfit function for the DPW data was derived. The 
diagonal matrix of the Hessian matrix was implemented as a pre-conditioner to the 
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gradient of the misfit function to balance the amplitude of the gradient and to improve the 
convergence rate. 
 
6.2. DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
DPW migration methods proposed in this dissertation are flexible in that specific 
plane wave components can be migrated independently. Thus these DPW migration 
methods can be used as target-oriented imaging tool. By implementing the proposed 
methods, migration efficiency is improved substantially. Less computing time is required 
to obtain trial images and CIGs. As a result, velocity models can be refined promptly, 
making the methods useful for migration velocity analysis. 
The frequency domain DPW RTM, which utilizes frequency plane wave Green’s 
function for imaging, has the highest migration efficiency in 2D among three proposed 
DPW RTM methods. At the current stage, frequency domain plane wave Green’s 
functions are computed via performing DFT for time domain plane wavefields, which 
requires the explicit time marching for wavefields. Accurate frequency domain plane 
wave Green’s functions can be obtained more efficiently if the linear system of the 
Helmholtz equation can be solved promptly with little spatial dispersion.  
All the methods presented in this dissertation can be implemented in 3D. And I 
expect that the frequency domain DPW RTM and the DPW least squares RTM methods, 
which greatly improve the migration efficiency in 2D, can help reduce the computation 
cost in 3D.  
Because seismic data is compressed in the DPW domain, performing FWI using 
the DPW data has the potential to increase the computation efficiency. Also, given plane 
components can be selected to perform FWI independently, so that velocity models can 
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be built according to the dips of the subsurface structures. Staging over plane wave 
aperture might be able to achieve better starting model and to avoid local minimal. The 
gradient and Hessian computations proposed in the DPW least squares RTM can be 
implemented for FWI directly. A modeling operator that predict the DPW data at the 
surface without using the Born approximation should be derived to perform the forward 
modeling for FWI. 
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Appendix A: Equivalence of Equations 3.14 and 3.25, Ignoring 
Amplitude Filtering Terms 
 











×exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))),
 (A - 1) 
and 
 I(x) = Re(
ω 6
c2 (x)∫ fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )∫∫
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))dpsdprdω ).
 (A - 2) 
 
Taking off the summation and integration for equations A - 1 and A - 2, 




I(x,ps ,pr ) = Re( !ˆups (ps ,x,ω ) !ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )
×exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))),
 (A - 3) 
and 
 I(x,ps ,pr ) = Re( fs*(ω )G*(ps ,x,ω )G*(pr ,x,ω )
×P(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))).
 (A - 4) 
 




 !S!u = !f ,  (A - 5) 
where  !u  is the frequency domain wave field, and  !f  is the source term. 
 
!S = ( !K + iω !C−ω 2 !M),  where  !K  represents the stiffness matrix,  !C  represents the 




!f = [0,0,...δ (s)...0,0]T ,  (A - 6) 
 
where δ (s)  is the impulse source at the source location s, a spherical Green’s function 




!Gs = !S−1!f ,  (A - 7) 
 
where  !S−1  is the inverse of the impedance matrix and  !Gs  is the spherical Green’s 




!fp = [...δ (s1)exp(−iωps ⋅s1)...δ (sn )exp(−iωps ⋅sn )...]T ,  (A - 8) 
 
where n is the number of source location, and s1 … sn are source locations at the surface, 









!G p  is the vector form of the plane wave Green’s function, and  !fp  denotes the 
plane wave source. Due to the linearity of the wave equation, the element of 
 
!G p  
obtained by solving equation (A - 9) can be calculated by  
 
 G(ps ,x,ω ) = G(s,x,ω )∫ exp(−iωps ⋅s)ds,  (A - 10) 
 
where G(ps ,x,ω )  is the plane wave Green’s function. As discussed in Chapter 3, 
frequency domain wavefields obtained by solving the two-way wave equation (A - 5) are 
equivalent to time domain wavefields propagating in terms of traveltime t. A phase shift 
term should be applied on the frequency domain wavefields, so that the wavefields are 
equivalent to time domain wavefields propagating in terms of vertical delay time τ . 
Applying the phase shift term exp(+iωps ⋅xh )  on both side of equation (A - 10), we get 
 
 Gˆ(ps ,x,ω ) = G(s,x,ω )∫ exp[−iωps ⋅(s − xh )]ds,  (A - 11) 
 
where Gˆ(ps ,x,ω )  is the phase shifted frequency domain plane wave Green’s function 
for ps  plane wave, which can also be written as 
 
 Gˆ(ps ,x,ω ) = G(ps ,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅xh ).  (A - 12) 
 
Gˆ(ps ,x,ω )  is equivalent to time domain wavefield propagating in terms of τ .  
If s and ps  are replaced by r and pr , respectively in equation (A - 8), the 
solution of equation (A - 9) can be written as
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 G(pr ,x,ω ) = G(r,x,ω )∫ exp(−iωpr ⋅r)dr.  (A - 13) 
 
Similarly, we have 
 
 Gˆ(pr ,x,ω ) = G(r,x,ω )∫ exp[−iωpr ⋅(r − xh )]dr,  (A - 14) 
and 
 Gˆ(pr ,x,ω ) = G(pr ,x,ω )exp(+iωpr ⋅xh ),  (A - 15) 
 
where Gˆ(pr ,x,ω )  is the phase shifted frequency domain plane wave Green’s function 
for pr  plane wave. 
Multiplying both sides of equation (A - 12) with fs (ω ) , we have 
 
 fs (ω )Gˆ(ps ,x,ω ) = fs (ω )G(ps ,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅xh ).  (A - 16) 
 




!fp = [... fs (ω )δ (s1)exp(−iωps ⋅s1)...
... fs (ω )δ (sn )exp(−iωps ⋅sn )...]T ,
 (A - 17) 
 






!ups = !S−1!fp .  (A - 18) 
 




!ups (ps ,x,ω ) = fs (ω )G(ps ,x,ω ). (A - 19) 
 
Substituting equation (A - 19) into equation (A - 16), we have 
 
 
 fs (ω )Gˆ(ps ,x,ω ) = !ups (ps ,x,ω )exp(+iωps ⋅xh ).  (A - 20) 
 
Substituting equation (3.12) into equation (A - 20), we get 
 
 
 fs (ω )Gˆ(ps ,x,ω ) = !ˆups (ps ,x,ω ).  (A - 21) 
 




!fp = [...P*(ps ,pr ,ω )δ (r1)exp(−iωpr ⋅r1)...
...P*(ps ,pr ,ω )δ (rm )exp(−iωpr ⋅rm )...]T ,
 (A - 22) 
 
where m is the number of receivers, r1 … rm are receiver locations at the surface, the 





!vpr = !S−1!fp .  (A - 23) 
 




!vpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω ) = P*(ps ,pr ,ω )G(pr ,x,ω ). (A - 24) 
 
Applying a phase shift term exp(+iωpr ⋅xh )  on both sides of equation (A - 24) 




!ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω ) = P*(ps ,pr ,ω )Gˆ(pr ,x,ω ). (A - 25) 
 
As discussed in Chapters 1, 2 and 3, the phase shift term
exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))  needs to be applied to the backward propagated wavefield 
to correct the vertical delay time of the DPW data. Therefore, multiplying both sides of 




!ˆvpr (ps ,pr ,x,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))
= P*(ps ,pr ,ω )Gˆ(pr ,x,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref )).
 (A - 26) 
 
Substituting equations (A - 21) and (A - 26) into equation (A - 3), we get 
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 I(x) = Re( fs (ω )Gˆ(ps ,x,ω )Gˆ(pr ,x,ω )
×P*(ps ,pr ,ω )exp(+iω (ps + pr ) ⋅(xh − xref ))).
 (A - 27) 
 
Because Gˆ(ps ,x,ω )  and Gˆ(pr ,x,ω )  in equation (A - 27) are defined as the same as 
G(ps ,x,ω )  and G(pr ,x,ω )  in equation (A - 4) (cf. equations (A - 11), (A - 14), (3.23) 
and (3.24)), equation (A - 27) is equivalent to equation (A - 4). The above analysis can be 








ART Asymptotic ray theory 
CIGs Common image gathers 
CMP Common middle point 
DFT Discrete Fourier transform 
DPW Double plane wave 
FWI Full waveform inversion 
Ps-Pr DPW data transformed from source-receiver coordinates 
Ps-Po DPW data transformed from source-offset coordinates 
REM Rapid expansion method 
RTM Reverse time migration 
TTI Tilted transversely isotropic 
VTI Vertical transversely isotropic 
DPW-based RTM in the time 
domain 
Performing RTM with DPW data using adjoint state 
method in the time domain 
DPW-based RTM in the 
frequency domain 
Performing RTM with DPW data using adjoint state 
method in the frequency domain 
Frequency domain DPW 
RTM 
Performing RTM with DPW data using frequency 
domain plane wave Green’s function 
Table B. 1. Table of acronyms. 
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DEFINITION OF MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS 
 
⋅   Dot product 
Superscript T Transpose of a matrix 
Superscript †  Conjugate transpose of a matrix 
Superscript * Conjugate of a complex number 
Symbol ~ Frequency domain 
∇2  Laplace operator 
∇  Gradient 
Superscript -1 Inverse of a matrix 
RE Real part of a complex number 
∑   Summation 
∫   Integration 
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